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,This report is the cutcoThe of 'a Workshop on the

Planning and Management of Audio-Visual Media 34 Distance LearninE

;Systems, held at theIT.EP'in October, 1980. Written by Dr. Tony

114TES (who.is Head of the Institutional Research Division and the

Audio - Visual- Media. Rescerrh, (;ictiip_af,:the OpenUniversity, United
s

.Kingdcat), it is.an expanded version- of the working paper for that

meeting; whict.hasAince beek,revised,to take .account of discuSsions

and .to include various recommendations which were niade. It is based

upon a.sl.trvey of 12 eelected distance learning systene, in various
regions. of the world,-in-a hicil.redia playa significant rele (or

in. which such a rele is planned for the future); replies received

from these inatitutior.s in response to a detailed c!u?stionnaire

'were used as the starting point for a discussion of media-planning

and Trallacenent, problem.

. ;*The varkshoP was one of a series of activities

in the field of .plazirling for educational media, carried out by the

Institute in 1980. The init-itute woad like to place on record its
4

.
'gratitude to the Wedis-h.Internethanai. Development Authority (SIDA),

witli4whose financial assistance the workshop was prepared and mounted.

A

Michel Debeauvais
Director, IIEP
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"ThesAim-

a

1, IDENTIFYING THE INSTITUTIONS AND ISSUES

The'international Institute of Educational Planning (11EP),.whose main-
. ,

concern is carrying out, on an international scale, research and training

,programmes for aducationel planners and managers,is aware 0/ the important

developm ents in,dfstance education throughout theworld over the last.f0

:leers. _Those responsible for planning and managing distance learntng

institutions facia'uniqua set ofproblems, not encountered elsewhere

In the educational fiePd. Two of.thc.Lnique features of many distance

-learning institutions are tbeix use of audio-visual media, and the

'

relationship of distance learning institution with external broadcasting

agencies.

In order then to see,whetter_this was ant area in which°there were special

needs for training and research, and if so, to identify what these areas

$ '4

might be, and what-,kind of,training and research would be required and

,appropriate, the liEP organised°a workshop in Paris_fnOctober 1980. As.,
. .

. i

:a'preparationpreparation, workihopi a-dIscussiOn or-working paper was

prepared, based not only, cw a review_ of secondary information sources

4M-the author's experience in this field, but also on a specially

prepared°surVey of 15 selected distanced learning systems in various .

regions of. the world. In the end, usable replies were received from 12

of the.15 instItutions. Those'institutions which-had rcturned the recmested
. , e '.

0-'

. , . . , :
- , . . .

I

information,,by,the_date set Were invited to send a r,epresentative to the
. , . . .

,, .

-'- workshop in Paris= and representatives from 10 of the selected institutions .
A -. .. , ...'

-were4tilelo:attOde%*Theworkkng_paper,oimed to identify hose main iseu

which ietmed to,be conalon to a 'number of the participating institutions,

,

5

tio:Klastiel:formed the basis' of -.Abe workshop agenda.

....11am-ra-

. -7
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This final paper brings together-material collected for the working

paper, information collected after the deadline-for the working paper,-
,

and themain points from the drsctissien at the workshop. While this-
.

paper is mainly meant to help the I IZirin 'its consideration of distance-°

teaching and the-research ancrtrain1ng implications for planners and

managers; it is also hoped that the workshop experience will have been

. of intrinsic value to the participants, and that this final paper will

be of wider interest to those many planners and managers concerned

with the role and use ofaudio- visual media in,distance education who
..**4

were unable to attend the workshop..

°

To summarise'then, the-Main aims of this paper are as follows:

. .

1. to provide an overall framework of describing different kinds of

distance learning systems using, or-planning to use, audiorvisual

media to.a.significant extent, and to locate the participating

institutions within that broader framework;

0

2. to identify areas of difficulty that appear tc be c to a

number of. distance learning'systems, with respect to the planning

'd and mapagement of audio-visual media;

.14

3. to examine whether there have been any general lessons learned with

regard to the planning.and management of audio-visual media in

distance learning systems that could be used as a basis for training;
t

4. to identify those areas of training and research which might improve
/

-planning and management in this area, and the methods by which this

training and research,coUld best bi done.
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Is

, Whit is a bistanceLeerning System!?

-in,"'trOng.to-dIfine and classify distance learning systems, it is' unwise
,

to be too dogmatic. There are more mongrels than pedigrees this

field, and it is much easier tidficognise apoodle than to define one:

Reve,and Rumble (198U) idenpfTtive models of distance learning systems

at a higher education level. Rather. lhan create a completely now classification

system, their_ system has been extended winclude distance learning

organisations timed at other edUcational levels is well.

. 0

....
-

j..............__.M..2modell:"IndediLmeliiiljga_itisi:_0224_51.022111TEEL
..,

. .
. . . ,

providing distincetultion for qualifications or.accreditCtion : - n, f-

.1

awarded externally and independently by a conventional public

university. ,Kaye and Rumble's definition canbe extended beyond

the university level to include'organisations offering distance 4

tuition for courses bated on a national school'curriculum, or

linked to ublic examinations at other than universit level for

students who are no longer ih the formal. school system...Examplei

of organLsations offering integrated multi-media courses of this

kind are the National Extension College, lUnited Kingdom, and the

Institute or Adult Education, Dar-es-Salaam, Tanzania.'

Model 2: Conventional universities which asvell as providing

4,

conventional on ca us teachin. for internal students, also

provide and administer their own distance learning facilities for

off-campus, external students, often, at local centres. There are

4,

numerous universities,of this kind,corntilning correspondence tuition
t .

and often supplementary face-to-face tuition with radio programmes

or tetephonetutoriais. Examples of this kind are the University

of- fthi-South Pacjrft and thelkiiversities of Lund and Linkoping in

Kaye andr Numb)* were, eoocern,L with uniyersitr



." '1

-.
) .' . .._.,,..

level courses, but_sokie tinivei-sities,,suchsasAhe Unlvorsity of
.. . 4.

4. .. f
.South Ausitatia, offer .continuing educiotion.pr

.

from the degree programme, zombi n I ng 'radio.
"

,

. .'mop separate

.
ar. 0 .

s '

. . a, 9,,

Nodal 3: Several organtsationi collaboratliti to. provide between., '"
them int rated multi-media courses fdr stiiikints-over, a wi

.
giographical area. Sometimes, one of , the col liboritino 40,i; tuclAs%.

, , . f -
*it:on:Wide secreditatiOn, but often the coyrses%:emy not lead

.

to public exasiinati.ons or acradi tatiaw.NThe4coi lisboratibn..4 be a

. ,

tir.ordinated or even control ied and financed by tingle orlaniiatfod.°..
. .
(such "as by DIFF in West Germany or NFU InNorway), the

collaboration may consist of an asseclation of equal partners.
.

"Start", a series of integrated, multi-media courses in English,

was jaintly designed and administered by iheSwedisliiiroadeastrhg

Corporation, two Swedish correspondence egis, mind th)s Swedish

equivalent of the Workers' Educational Association (ABF). Because

there are so _many kInd.s of cbliaboration,' this is a patticularly,

diffilcult model to define 'precisely. The mein' point here is that

the collaboration should-be a closely planned one, with a good
,

deal of integration between the different media.'

r

Model 4: Kaye and Rumble's

state provision fco s

they cite the French Centre

fourth model is "0 massive centralised.

once education at all leVels" avid .

.

NationaL de Teli=enseignement as "a

model 'probably unique to France."

Node! .5: Autonoacius institutions established solel end,

specificilly'for external stisclents, using a variety of combinations

-.of -distance -t method s.'to provide s re° red multi- -

evaluation and-

^j
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.
. accreditation. This is perhaps the largest category, end/includes

. .
.

the British Open Uniirersity.
.

-

_ .

-4

it has already been noted that Kaye and Rumble's models were drawn up
.

to represent-various kinds of..distance-learning' organisatiO6 in the

lkihseducation field, and while these models can be broadened to

A
4

: ,Include Institutions concerned with other target populations, there

tire silit someOgnificanf kinds, of distance- learning organisations

:which cannot be aCcommodatid-in these models. 'Iwo further models i

particular need to be discussed:-

r".

. .
... Model" iii Nidla-based formal school sptems: Thism are format

.,-A.... . -

. sihool iysteei where the teachinfis predominantly throughtelevisi
i

.

or radio., althoUgh there may be some upplememtarylprfnted material.
. . .

There may alio be faie-to-face....tuition, often from fess-quelified
. ,

.., I..

-
,

. or even unqualified tutors,: but the essence of theie systems is that

hurry "alt the -la ruing materials and-Content are designed and decided
.1. I . 4 ,

:at. a distance fromthe students, and tutors: illn.e4mmp.lb of where the.

"..-

whole curriculum ks taught inthis way is,the American Samoa ITV
,

project. There is also an example of where just,onipari of the
G' $

,.
curriculum is taught le this way; the Nicaragua Radio Mathehetks,

project.

.

Model-7: Non-formal inte rated multi- me'di'a ro rammes d at
. .

adUltt school leaveri,.or school dropouts. These usually ine

,radio or television, a'veriety of print materials (pamphlets,

. ,
/ .1. .

a .

voktsts, loiters, etc),.,ofien group sessions, sometimes with ,t' ,'

/ .

!trained leaders-, and'somitimis even ethnic or :ocal cultural for

ich,es.-iiince,:drame. PUPPats, etc. They may be a part of a rep
.

ctintiOutect'programs .0-- oducat ion Air development, sucli-e* the

4

S

0
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I

Acclh, Cultural copular (ACPO) in Colombia, or they may be single
.

campaigns, which bring together just for.the.one project a number

-ef'differeni organisationeanddepartments. The health campaign.

1 4

in Tanzania, "Mtu NI Afya," is an example.
t.

,

1106 then, diem seven models ire not exhauttive. thwymight wish to

Amato other CategAries to InclUoe theAmany:organisations heavily .engaged
,

in dlitance education that cannot be'accomlodated In'any of the other
0 .

, seven models. Forinstance, the seven dell, do not cover much of the

wark of the educational broadcasting s rvices of the national or state
.

broadcasting organisations eef,Ninl tries of Education, such .as

cenventlandiLschoolland further ucation'broadcasting. The lodels also

N a

..,

,e*clude,much o ff the Work\of thlmyriad of broadcast and cable stations,

.,.. ., ,

.

kN .. ,.
.

. channels, companiei, corporations, commissions and consortia responsiblaI
.-

*'

.

.

foretucational television siervices in Noah America.. Miny of these
. . .

. 1 .

.--servicas are indeed multi- media, in the sense that the programmes are

.,'"'

-

usuilly backed up
4
with carefully prepared suppiementagy priotjeaterial,

.
I * *

and activities forethe follow-up and pre-programme prsparation.for the

6

c.

1111.....

t .

--broadcasting or correspondence teaching). When one or,more or such
:.

( _

_I'single-,-medliai" institutions cdllaborates to, any. eatient with °Owe-
:

..: .
. # .

. .. .

isititatkro to Provido-other. noodle .and sarfjcas AsurAN as therfitroadcasting

classes. This might be considered an'eighth model;

Another category not adequately covered by-the models are the many

correspondence colleges throughout_the woril that prbvidieudiorvisual
,

support for Pleir'coirses,*in the form of audio-cassettes, telephone

teaching, or linking the courses to series prepared by educational

broadcasting organisations making,. ninth model.. F.

Kammer, thes'e lasttwomodels are,.qualitattvely diffent from the
1 ..

previous seven, in that they place an emphasis ron asingle-medium (sudh as



',,_OrganiSatlniantl-cor school* In the-STA/If inglIsh Language
,...

.. ..-

'aiortms-litSWiden) than this can be consilered -tobe a project within the
. -s . ,

co4piiratIva multi-Media model': :,
,,

. .

. _',.,2,....

_The,other.seven models can be-arranged along a Continuum from those where
i ..... .

the forms,. school and university system
.

depends an distance teaching
,

methods at, one extreme, to those systems that provide non-formal, non-
- , .

credit, education to adults, school leaters and_ school dropouts at the

other extreme..., If Keye anditumble's classiftcatibnismodified in this,
-

way, the various models of distance learning institutions can be.

. .

represented as in F;re: I. Appendix I attemptsto categorise crier.,51)

institutions and projects across the seven models.

O

severer points arise from this classification system:

O

. .

1. There are now very many institutions involved with distance education,

-In a -very -large number of countrle's throughout the ,world. Al though

Appendix 1. is nog, exhaustive, there are, ver 50 institutions concerned
:

meinly,,with distance teaching, and if the broadstingonisations,ca rga .
Correspondence schOols, health, agricultural and adult educatiOn agencies;
also involved in distance education projects using audio-vlitlal media

1,

e

sr, also intluded,, the number of participating agencies is likely, to, ..

-
eAceed a thousand. Distance teaching activities are now widespread

,
--and can. be' found in various forms throughout the world.

There is an enormous diversity of organisations and systems involved

inaistanesteaching..,rverkwithin the .same model (for instance model

5) ; -there Is enoatis variety-, ltitth,differentes between institutions in

developed_ and devolopinii 2.cott.rfet, -bitween ,large and small

_ .
1,nStttistionS;".andio On. catty, ea' ti institution is uniquei- and

j." "-- 4 k
Systole:4f categOr I within is to criticism on grounds of
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ileverthelca, there do appear to be characteristics common to most

'institutions in ho'dels 1 to 7. Furthermore, th; IIEP workshop

Intended deliberately to concentrate on the the 'central" morels of

distance learning systems. Broadcasting and

correspondence schools are rather different anipals, and have their

e

-own "clubs"_and_arrangements for training and ifesearch for planners

It is 'therefore possibfi to characteriie these 'mare," models of-

distance learning systeme as follows:
N1.

1. These that use; Or plan to use, audio-visual media as a significant,

1.

but not necessarily major,part of theirjeaching system;

. "
2'. ,those that. re concerned to plan the use of media in such,a

.

waytthat

=' `the unique features of each medium relevant to_the teaching process
,

are fillY-eicplelted.
Yy

, . ..- ,
6 e-

.

those that plade heavy emphasis on the self - instructional nature of
-.., u

,,
the,teiching materials, 'Se. an emphasis on, the various media between

, .
,

them being, self-sufficient, or at least wich,a significantly reduced

dependency on conventional Bice -to4ace tuition;

.0^

-, -
y

.:-..- .

thoge that are willing and ablite use a range of media, and are

willing to decide.the_enlphasIs on different media according to the

edutationil needs of the prganisationfs prime target groupi;

f

those that are maable to kikextensiNe use-of,existing facilities
0

.

and infra-structures, but at the same time maintain their autonomy and

such facifittei.
; 4



:f institutions to participate in the workshop was determined

1:. A need-to mak, sure that_ammteraffirent distance learning

syttells'Were represented', so, that the extent to which certain

problems orAssUSS, wets Common could be identified.

2. ,A requirement that the emphasis should be on the mpr* "central"
',..

distance learning,modela (since schools and broadcastirg organisations
, .

:.. .

were already reasonably well catered .for in terms of planning and
.

. .
v

management StudieS)
4

. \

3. A need to Provide a world -widegeographical representation, since

11EP.Is.a UNESCO- supported organisation.°

,

A need to keep repreientation-at,the Paris wOrkshilp down to about
. *.

. .., . ..,...
__

..f,

lb different institutions, due,to financial constraints.

. ,

A need to-ensure that only institutions using, or planning to use,
.

. t,
.

,,

audio-visual. media'were include.

..
_A'need_to. make_early decisions about which institutions to include_

. f '
. ,

Wthe survey;so that information could. be collected and incorporated

into:a-working paper'distributedin advance of the workshOpt and sO.,

that_ nVitations could be sent in good .time to those providing the

requestedY inforaiert,ion.
,

uate foriinowledge by .theworkshop organisers of institutions
J `V.

1



This was the basis on which the 15 institutions were initTally chosen.
,

Questionnaires were sent to those 15 ifttitutions, and detailed replies

were received from 12. Those institutions which had replied in time

were invited to slhd,a representative to the Paris workshop. All those

invited accepted, although a representative from one institution (HURT,

Poland) was atwthe'lasrmoment unable to attend. However, also able to

attend was the, former chancellor of the now moribund Free University of

Iran. In all, '10 of the selected institutions were represented at the

Paris workshop, plus the fOrmer chancellor of the Free University of,lran

There were also several others in attendance. :fable 1 sets out the list of

institutions approached and,thosi who sent representatGes. Appendix 2

provides full details of those attending, and the agenda of the workshop.

It can be seen from Table 1 that the tAstitutions included in the study \

represent five of the'modeli,(), 3, 5, 6 and .7) and were vdthin the "central"
.

,

range set out in Figure l (page 8). -Seyen of the 12 organisations are .,
, " % ,'

' '
,

in Model 5, generatiy thought,of.as "open,university11 models. The selection- .._

of institutions cannot in any V4). be considered statisitically .representati4e. --

, .

However, the're,are enough representatives of one of the central distance
, . ,

, ___

teaching, models (model -5) to explore the extent of similarities and .

..

differences Within one model, and there are enough representatives of

Otherpodelsto siehow general problems are likely tp be.

4 - .

The questionnaire was designed by the author and the'questions were
,c1

. .

choielwai'a result of hisexperience.cif the use of-media bothat the -

,
. . . .

,
. Open University in the United Kingdom; and as an international consultant

, .
,.- ....

.

to several distance learning systems in other countries:- The questionnaire ..,,

.' . .

aimed to elicit Information, in a comparable form, from each insti 7
tution

--;

On the following issties:'_ _ , ,- ,.:J

'

..2 V .

..

I 1

;;1



'Table foist itUtiniAborciached in Connection with :ALEP Study.

et-No. 'Institution

-(K aye

Rumble) .

4

Country

.
"Reel led to At tended

Quest ion. Workshop:,

Educational Telail s I orf
,Foundation of *grant& Brazil X

a,-.. ..

2 University of Zambia Zambia -
, ,

3 College of the Airr Mauritius X

Distance, La. rn.f, ng Contra LesothO X*

Al lams 1441 Open
University Pakistan X

_

Athabasca University,
Alberta Canada- X

Eveitymani-s-Uni-verti-ty----1-s-rnet

(Frei University of
Iran). (Iran)_

National -Radio and
Television University
for Teachers Poland X

Open Uh I vari4 ty United
Kingdom

Palestine ,-00n.
University. Palestine

--Sri-Lankan. I nst I tut,

Q of Distaice Education Sri Lanka X

SukhOtha ithammath I rat Thailand

Unieversidad Estatal - .

a DIStencil", Costa Rica X

Norwegian institute
of -,O! ,,stance Education Norway.,

ti

insil iota of-Adult,
Tanzania X

* *



Sleneral- background InfOrmitiOn aboUtilie institution.

Q

2. The 'anal: and planned use'of audio- visual media.

3.- 4ssuesconcerned with the choke of eduCational functions for

audio=visual

Issues concerned with the transmission and distribution of audio-

Vrsuil 'media.

$

Issues concerned with the production of broadcast materials.

6. Issues concerned with the production and distribution of non-

broadcast materials.

,

carne w t eedback, ,insti tut Iona I research, and

1 1eve uat on.

The qualitative data from the questionnaires are summarised in tables in
1 .. A 4 , -----__.

".. n

Appendix 3, and the open -ended InfaimatiOn itiincorporated .tnto various
, 4

44 ;
4

sections of this' paper. ',
.. :-.'

4 .

.

.Once the
.

h questionnaire was dttsigned,and_sent out to the 15 institutions,.
_-: ..:

eg

:

V

an extensive literature_ search was carried out on distance learning,
. -,,,--' -. - - r

, ,
.

institutionS.- ideally,- this should ilvebeen done before selection. of
.,..,

, .. .
, .. , ,

the tasti futicips and the design of the questionnaire, but practical time
-- 't ',,"- , 'S .t, '

' . :.

° 'constraints made this :impossible. .,4.'coniortium Of _16 distance learning _.
7, '

expelorganisations_has established an lent, documentation centre on, /
, distanc e`; earnin0 located at the Kingdom's Open University. This

documentation Centre contains published articles, 'prospectuses, internal
,

,-papers and cese-studiei (many iinpubliihed) 'from aVeryJarge number of

distance jeaining"Insti tutions. Al though' the literature search for this

ijdy was -noti- exhaustive, _it was .Suffitient to identify and 'illustrate a

of re avant. times, and this information has also been incorporated,

_ftentli216-



Thus, the questionnaires, the literature search, and the'author's own .

experience were used as a basis for.the preliminary working paper, which-s*

was distributed fin advance to all workshop participants,. Each main section

of,the piper was discussed at the-workshop (see Appendix 2 for the

Workshopigenda). The main.Points raised during discussion at. the

workshop have also been included In this final papers One major area which

participants authe workshop felt had been omitted in the working paper was-
,

that concerning costs and Costing methods, and consequently the final paper

includes a discuision of this issue 'as well-.

Lastly, the final session of the workshop dealtwith the specific issue

of training and

to approach this problem. Section 10 of this paper summarises these views.

Y

21
ti-



. 124,ARTICIPATING'INSTITUTIONS AND THEIR USE OF MEDIA

2l 4ii iiverslt Pakistan (Model

Origineili known as the People's Open University, Allege lqbal was set up

in 1974. At the present time it has three main programmes: in-service

teacher education; general degrei-level education for those with up to

University level qualifications; and functional education, i.e. courses
e .

related_ to occupational or community needs. It has currently 31000

enrolled students, and 20 different courses on offer, although it plans

.'to offer 136 courses eventually. The principal instructional medium is

the correspondence text: specially prepared for the Aflame lqb31 Open

University.byfull-time Internal academic staff and contracted external

staff. Students study primaAly at home. They are assigned to

correspondence tutors, who give grades and send back.comments to students.

Radiaprogrammes are also availabten most courses, ad_television on

some. there'are currently 75 local centres spread throughout Pakistan,

,although It Is planned to.have.200,eventually. Face -to,face tutorials. and
r ,

television and radio receivers are available at study, centres.,

I a ,

,Radio is already used extensively, providing five hours a week transmission

through the national brOidcisting network, although staff in the instituted:

of Educational Technology, in the university produce the.prograMmes. Nearly
r :

all courses use radio, Which can be'received by nearly ail people throughout.
4

?Alston. Broadcast television is less extensively used by Allem@ iqbal.

I

.programmes currentlyare, produced by the Pakistan National Television

COrOiatiOno- at the request of the University, although the University

.11;:tryng>to.obtain its.own televisi5wproduction facilities and its'

. own producers. ,Production levilvfor individual produceri are'currently

,very heavy. _currentli:Aiboet 35% of,the,country can receive television,

, . .

'transeiftion.-,Apartfrom,copies of programmes available at study

.:

.con!i701,!eme_41bil:11oei-not ass'autilo-cassettes. Radio and televisiOn, ;'',



unit, and this often results in. sUbstahtial changes to the programmes.

- 'Athabasca-University, Alberta, Canada (Model 51

Athabasca - University ices- originally set up as a small campus-based

3

Univertity in 1970, but beta primerliy a distance learning organisation

in 1975. Athabasca University spitialises in distance education involving

a variety-of media - television, audio-tape, print and teiephone. By,

providing non-credit and credit courses for undergraduate degrees,
, .

Athabasca, University serves adults who.cannot or do not wish to attend

a conventional university. Thera are currently 50. courses on offer: All

are at an undergraduate level and through.a series of credits can be

Combined into a degree oepased to fUifill requirements for transfer to

other Canadian universiiiesoor usedisingly bg pursue individual

Intellectual interests. Courses are designed by full-time staff at the
0

-Unlifersiti, but are ofteil based on alreadyexisting materialibought in
O

,from other institutions. Eventually it Is planned to offer around 200
tf

different, courses. There.are currently 3500, students enrolled, and this
6

expected to,rise to a'mexlium of around 12000by 1985. The students do

at home, using packaged study meteriali producedwet Of their learning
. -

especially for adults
r.

learning at f distance. These materials include',

study guldii,Ptextbooks,and workbooks, sometimes supplemented by.cassette

tapes.dr_laboritory kits. In some courses there dee TO and radio

programmes broadcast' over4ocal -channels, and laboratory, workshop or

classroom sessions held la centres around, lbertai COurses-are bicked

up by expirieaceiriittirs who talk with each student at regular intervals,

?'- 0
titUalitover-the-telephone., Thera are, currently,5 total centres,, although

-itis-plianed,toextend:these_to to or 15. Although theve centres are

loomi1 iquipped,:iontiaciing Video.replay:equipment, computer terminals,' a

.WI tkbrierii*Ctillatonfol*;44-115140ppent, it is not- considered

..-, ... ;,- . -4 ,,..11:i,le:cou ---, --- -



,consist 'of earefuily-selectediaaterial bought in -from other institutions.

The main teaching medium thoughis-print.

Radio is useeon a comparatively small scale, about 15 programmes being

produced (ow campus) in 1980, although it is expected that this number

will increase in future.. Radio programmes are also available on cassette

and are mailed direct to students homes, on request. Radio covers about

90% of the pOpulation in Alberta. Television is used even less than

radio. Athabasca does not produce its own programmes, 'but can commission

programmes from ACCESS,Alberta's educational television consortiumpfree

of charge. However, the time required to negotiate and produce programmes --

is often too long to fit in with the production schedule for the rest of

a course. Distribution is also a problem.\.There is a complex variety
I

of local cable systems and direct broadcasting, and trying to provide

.

coverage for the whole area if often very difficult, involving negotiations

with several different stations. In any casepOnly about 50% of the target
.

.

population are 'covered by stations available to Athabasca University. Some

courses have.video,cassettes for use in local centres, and this has' proved

more easy to manage. A number of cowrSes also have audio -cassettes,,which-

. are mailed direct to students. Nearly all students have. their own audio-
, 4

cassette machines. TelephIpe tutoring is a major part of the teaching
. , ..

. 0 .

system. Radio and television materials are not usually formally evaluated
, .

by the University. .`. A

Educational Television Foundation of,MaranNKO. Brazil (Model' 1)

1
ETV'Maranao was set-up in 1969 in the remote horth44!,eastern state of

Brazil, in an atiompt,IoLimprove

enrollantjthen below 13x) and to

on the low rate of'high-school level

overcome an acute s ortage of qualified

teachers'. It now provideka full high-schOol curriculum fOr over 21,000 '

-Pupils in 45 localities throughout the-state as well as, more recently,

Prograossincin -this eveniLtsi' The
\ Y

min teachlesiseediussis the

G.

0

0



0

-broadcast. televlsion'progiaMmo,--developed by ETYrNaranas's own curricultim

development department and its own producers, but supported by accompanying

texts, also specially prepared: Students attend one of 45 reception bases,_
.

whiCh-are similar to schools, but instead of being manna by qualified 0
0

teachers, there are altogether approximately 700 monitors to assist group
' ;".

work based on the television programmes, and to provide individual hilt),

although the materials are designed primarily to encourage self-help and

,

group work. -Each classroom has its own television set, Students carry

.
Out.ohe written assignment'per montirper subject, marked by the monitors

according.tu'rubries provided-by the curriculum development department.
0

and sit examnations at th'e end of each year.
. .

ETV Maranhao itself produces around .500 programmes annually. In addition,

4
it provides cultural programming in the evenings for a general audience,

-

producing Its own local material, as well as taking about 3 hours a week r.

of national iuitilrai Programing via a satellite rink. All programmes
. , =

.
, ,

- -: 1 ai-erbtoadcasi, and coVer.about 50of the state. The high - school
.

,-
.... .

.
.

.

kogramminb-usesabout 20 hours a week trensmispion time in two .

.

,\ : -
. ...... -0

.

. ..
.

shifts.: Sttidents carry out follow-up work when not viewing'programmes.
.

.

'

ETV Marantrio his its own internal evaluation system, on(studdht
-

1

'performance and feedback from the monitors:and has 'also been' externally
..

ftipluatbd by a UNESCO team.

4

Everyman's University, Israel (Model 5)

4

vaa4
'

I"

4

.EveriMen's University was also .formally established in 1974, to provide
a

"higher edUcation.for all strata of the population 4 in their homes
-

without interrupting their normal Occupations." Mist students were

"-. enrolled in f976. By 1980, there were 10,000 students enrolled with an

eventual expected target of around 15,000 *students. The University

offers-a range.cisbout,100 courses (eventually rising to.about 250).

t: inieseluenottiettLitillttf.M...Ointrimmgmt0._Prfricadoisle----



NIN

01,

hpreperetory courses, vocationaland general, continuing.education courses.

The mein teaching medium is the correspondence text, written by Everymen's

academics or by externals consultants, but radio, television and audio
. .

cassettes are also available on many courses, as well as home experiment

kits onecience courses. There are 30 lodel centres throughout the

country, where face-to-face tuition is provided, and where equip sent

'learning materials such as video and audio cassette machines ere provided.

Attendande at local centres, however, is not%compulsot Students are

assigned to part-time corres?ondenCe tutors, who mark.assigoments and

often act as face-to-face tutors at local centres., Quite often, extrnally

,

produced material (text boOks, films, etc.) are bought ;Wand amended or

adapted as course material.
10,

Radio is used quite'extentively, 90 new programmes being prodUced, end a

total0250distributedin.1980. The Israel Broadcasting Authority'
.

.

producei the programmes, in'conjunction with academics, from Everren's
.

.

. ,

.

. , University. There is fly, hours a week scheduled radio transmission time
. , .

at reasonable times for,Everyman's University, and the programmes cover

virtually.all the. country. Copies of the priniaMmei are available on

. cassette at centres. Television is used to a lesser extent.' 30,

television programmes were produced,,and 120 distributed; during (980.

.

About 'mu the programmes are produced by the nationaleducational
,

television organisation, and about half are produced within the

University by the.Cehtre for Educational Technology, which has' 'itsown,

trained television producers. Programmes are sometimes based on exist'ng
I .

cr.

prOgrammes, which-are adipted or re-dutibed,in.Hebrew. Approximately 3'
1

cifirs a week are available on the single nationel.teleVision channel Wbieh

covers 95%.10 the population'. Obtaining adequate television transmission,
r

. .

.time is a problem, and not all programmes available can b9ltransmitted.

-Television lmy/Mess errs also available oft video -casse es at local centres.-

26
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Audio cassettes. are also miffed directly to students on se* avulses

(70-of the students hays, their own machines and those who du not can

-borrow,machines from Everyman's University), and as at Athabasca University
.

it: is; lsft,to. the course team to decide, usually, during the detailed
O

.plinnincrof.a.course, whether or not to use television, radio or
.

1. 4
cassettes, Requests can issutily. be met, by the Centre for Educational

is

.

Tochnology. Thera...la a sisal) etValuetion and institutional research unit,/. \
Which evaluates .courses as a whale, and the value of the different media

has been found to. vary-considerably .from Coul*se to course.
. ,..? -.

,,. .1 ,
-.. ,

, ,...
f

Institute Of:Adult EdUeatiOn; Tanzania (Model '7)

The Institute of-Ault Education Is a parastatal organisation under the

aegis of the Ministry of National Edutation.; It ha responsibility for

higher and further educatiOn, notably through correspondence courses and

ivikping :classes. Within the Institute is a radio section, which provides

production resources for a variety of government educational agencies,

and the 'De partMeint of Correspondence Education, whith currently is

producing about 21 correspondence courses, supported by' redio'programme' s

produced in the radio section. The Department was set kip in 1970, .and

the first students Were enrolled in ,1972. The courses are aimed primarily

at out-of-school adults' and young people, and include teacher education

arses, health, and vocational ,-cou ries ,/functi oriel 1 iteracy courses,

and courses for the;secondary,school certificate. -Apart from the teacher

trCning program*, students are self-pacel,,in that they are sent new
.

_ - .
material when they;-have,submitted:an assignment. .This *sin that it is

...i .

difficult \ knOW exactly how miny-studint? are "actively studying,' but in

79, approXimetely -0000 itiulents were enrolled on courses other thinn
. .; '
teacher training-prograinali .The self-pacing oestudents also 'nukes

_

to; ;cdordlnate'rpdio programming with students' individual

kris ,iisterial'--is 'designed Printed and



,distrIbutid,by 'the Institute's own 'toff. The Institute has 20 regional
.

offices, which also organise localsvening classes-, though these are not

necessarily linked to the radio-progrimmes,or the corresPondence courses.

Tbrstudents enrolled with the Department of Correspondence Education,

the:correspondence texts are the main teaching mediums. For the teacher
,,..

.
training programme, there are face-to-face tutorials organised on three

"
days a week, as wallas on. the correspondence texts and radio 'programmes.

The ,radio section produced and transmitted 3e radio programmes for the
.

Department of Correspondence Education in 1980. Programmes were produced

by, the institute's own staff, and transmitted by the national broadcasting

organisation, Radio Tanzania. Around,45% of the population are covered by

the radio transmissions. There is no television on the mainland, but the.

AE hopes to use television when it becomes available. Audio-cassettes

are not used, sinceraudio-cassette machines are not widely available

:amongst the -target audience,.

In addition, the Institute of Adult Education has been involved in the

,production of programmes and materials,for the various national campaigns.

LesothoDistance Teaching Centre (Model 3)

Set 'up in.674,with the first students enrolled in 1976', the Lesotho Distance

Teaching Centre now has approximately 10,000 enrolled students, and this

is expected to rise to around 30,000 when fully operational. As well as

courses'ained at adults wishingo obtain the standard.seCondery school

qualification,. the LDTC also offers courses aimed at up- grading, primary

-school- tracheri, functionarliteracy and numeracy, craft training and

family planning. Currently, the Lesotho Distance Teaching Centre has 12

coursei'bn offer, but_hopes to expand this number considerably (to over

100) wfien'fully:ccieritIonal. Courses Are prepared by OTC's own staff,

. and paint -time consultants specially Otred for the purpose. The LDTC

assisanstants), and proyieli fact. to-face



tutorials beat onc.a fortnight, as well as the'occasionel residential--

school. : The majn-madium IS the.corrispondence text, but radio is being

increasingly used, ai more-and,iore students ,get access toradio. There

are currently seven local centres, with a total,of 12 eventually ,planned.r

Correspondence material, radios and cassette recorders are available at

localcentres..

Radio is extensively used. 450 programmes were produced, and 500_

distributed

in the lit.

facilities,

in 1980, requiring four hours a week transmission time,

afternoon/early evihing. LDTC has Its own radio production-
, .

but allows otheragencies also to use its facilities.

Programmes are broadcast on the national radio network. estimated,

that about 40% of the target audience can be reached by radio. The

decision on whether or not to use radio on a particular Course is determined

as the course is developed, in terms of whether it lends itself to

About 50 specially-made audio-cassettes were produced in 1980, and made

available in the local centres. -However, the technology is relatively .

unfamiliar to most students, and the cassettes so far have been used rather

half heartedly. .

LDTC has its own evaluation and research unit, and all its programmes are

pre-tested before distribution, and most programmes are

transmiisioh. Programmes are often revised as a result

r

The Mauritius allege,of the Air (Model 3)

also evaluated after,

of the evaluation studies

The MauritiuvCollege of the Air is a parastatalorganisation under the

aegis of the Ministry of Education. it was established in 1971, and after

a pilot course, in.1972,_its first full course for schools was started in,

1973. From the start, the MCA had two main aims: firstly it was to

9 -provide, through television, radio and texts, support and help for the

Opiradlny °lithe quality of education in secondary schools; and secondly

. ,

to Provide support services for non-formal education. However, until



recsn ,y, the Minkstry had ,requested..60 to give priority to support

for the secondarit-sChool-se-1-57-6-
Miniitry's Institute -of Education hat- taken iutKtant lel Steps to improve

4

the quality of 'education in secondary schools,.. and,c'onsequently MCA

now moving /more into the area -of non- formal' education, although

currently broadcasts forschoolS Still constitute a large 'part of its

output. 'In .157k, about 15000. students schOols fol 1 owed MCA

,.

',programmes.- Numbers are probably less now, dUe to a reduction in
.

, programmes 'for schools.. _in;the out-of-school areas, MCA has provided
-

courses, for those, wiihing to re-take School 'Certificate, English Language

. t
courses for those' who have -.Left school, a consumer education -COurse, and

.
. ' :.

health programming. TII.media used, by MCA are correspondence texti,
-----,,,

broadcast television,. radio, audio-cassettes, and direct tuition, depending-
,

on the course. All, couries are specially.d4igned by the MCA, usually

'
-4ipart-tiMe staff specially recruited by the MCA, although it also has

its own-!'core" staff. The MCA aims to..establish 4.or 5 local centres
. - , ,.. .

for non - formal e.clucation:,
.

-' ?,
.

/ Television and radio programmes,,are produced,by the Mauritius Broadcasiing
..

, -.-

.
-4. . , . . .

Corporation, a conwnerciel'organisation,.whiCh the MCA pays for recording.

It does not, however, -pay for transmission. PICA is allocated television

transmission times _by NBC at- mid-dai (3 slots a day between. 11.30 and 1.30)

_ '

and one slot on ,Saturday afternooN There is one midday radio slot and

.

one evening radio slot. Both 'radio and television have '100% coverage 'of

the island. The MCA participates theFrench Agence de Co-operatiOn

t

eCulturelIeet Technique's "Production Harmonise " prbject. In this project,
A

each of 12 different francophcine countriesfinancei a short 16mm film. All

the films. are made available to all 1,4-countries. This means that MCA-'d

obtains 12 .educatforal film* in French for lt-,15 'year olds, for. the pr ice

one.
. 0.. MCA' also buys n foreign Series from.Britain. There is no formal



;

.Norwegian InstIttite of -Distance Education, Norway IModel 6)
-

s . ;
Norsk' fjarnundervisning (NFU) was established.* /Vat of Parliament in

1977, and-its_ first courses will be represented in 19$1. Its -main aim

is to provide educational opportunities for-adults who are unable to use

exIstIng-Iiducationsil'sfacfil ties. Sinte Norwayalready is well-served by

caercial
. - ,

correspondence schools, by.adult education organisations who..

Ovid* local evening"Clasiei, and by a national broadcasting organisation

with ari iducitInn department,_ but all working relativaly independently,

NFU Is-Intended to bring these organisatiOns together, to provide

integrated mut tlraedlt- cotirses., inAreas of greatest need. NFU receives

.funds from the government which it can channel to cooperating lnstitutiogs,

to pay for' their services for specific" NFU courses. It has an. advisory

council,-arid governing, board which determine, initial areas of prforities.-

OnCethe-bc;ard has.declded; that a particular group or topic may be an area,
of priority, a smill.:preplanning group is appointed, to look at the

of providing a course; to estimate likely student numbera-
o

and costs; and to determine which organisations should be invited to

participate. if the pre-planning geoUpsi recommendations are accepted,

a, course team, including independent subject specialists and representatives

from participating organisations, is set up, tc implement and maintain

the course. EaCh projeCt is likely to vary in its use of media,. but the

main media are likely to be correspondence texts and tutoring, television

and radio programmes,: audiO-cassettes, and face-io-face tuition at local.

Centres."'
Tilevislon,and "ridio programmes will be made (on a full-cost basis) by

the state national broadcasting organisation (NP.K) if it is decided by

the pre-planning. group to use broadcasting. Producers from NRK will be

full Melibers"'ofthe'-'courSe team resPOni-lble for implementing a course.

4' the tramirs., will one no Jona television chanhelv and on



_to_be Used on,
.

teaching. There are also plant for each

NationarUniversitx of Radio and felevigion for Teachers, Poland (Model 5).

enrolledlts first studentsiin 1974. it was setup in response

to.i.gosternreent decision to create: an 411-graduate teaching profusion in

Po140.--NUR1*-uses teleOsion, radio and printed materials to teach in-

service, non-graduate teachers who study While still employed as teachers.

Th4.414rriculuie._IL co-ordinated with the curriculum' for full -time graduate ,
.

.'teachers - indeed, full-time graduate student-teachers have to follow somes F

'L

of.NURTis.progieMei.. The graduate programme is made up of, .8 diffesient
. t, .

:courses.- Cuerently there are 70,000 enrolled students. The print materials

form a supplement .to the regular 'teacher's journal. They constitute

scripts_ of the programmes, With fallow-up work; recommended reading and _
.

exercises. Teachers, oan, attend one of '10 local teaching centres for
- %.

.semlnars -and face-to-face tutorials. There are video and audio replay

facIltlies.at _thele centres. There is an examination at the lend of each

,,---_:*,Ceurse.. All reaterials.,are,prepared.by academic stiff of Universities and

other higher .44401 ins_tItutions_according to curricula laid down by

the Teacfier :Trairdrii;

TeliNielon is. the main medium,' in that the "cores' teaching material' is

-'captained` the PrOgraies. in 1980, 130 programines were produced and
_,

-trientiettted. Radio, is 414o heavily used, 80 programmes being produced

am:I.-transmitted,. in'.1980.' 'Prog hi** a re producedby the national,

'broadcasting organtiaticin, which proVides 3 hours a week transmission for

rograemeielind 2 hours ,a week for the radio programmes.

P91114 can riiielys the television and radio transMissioni.

AN4-i.!_eiked, -other. ,than,,to provide copies Of radio



Institute orEt 1.111

_Alvelmetion of__the courses as e whole bY_,
, r

'KinodOi-(liodit 5) -1*

4 -

4

ty'wes established in 1969 to provide higker eoucation

aci)lti s'Yfor` prey adult
_ ,

1n 'Britilkmhe .144 not had the opportunPsy of

t*.k 0 l*r1illif11 I -education, Irniiiiiiiiii .4 of previous educational
,

s study 'mainly at home,,, through tem use of
-.,-

-Iiiii !sate, tele:A-sten and radio programme.

t
Marty: prepared: corresp

and Corr spend nc tutor (on- nomad all courses). in

`aciOrseaShere.are_tiOme -supers:ant-kite, audio=cassittes,'
schooll, tutorials, computer aided Instruction and regular face-

iiiif4e(toieciiingiatf.'tecil Centres'. The main teaching medium' is the

,.

addition, on some

set books, ,summer;

'correspondence-twit. Currently the University offers an undergraduate

'::--progran.iii of-IV-different courses, continuing education programme

of. around-60 courses (inc ing some of the undergraduate courses which,
can 'beteken;singlY) and's-smell postgraduate degree programme. There

are currently 60,000 students enrolledin the undergraduate -programme and

29,000 enrolled In the continuing education programme.. -Courts: are

prepared by teams. tons isting of full-time academics emploYed by the Open

University, S$C produeirso- editors, educitionel technologists, regional
""': .

staff reprilaitativis and a course administrator. The University uses

a
--- .

combine Oon.., of continuous: assessment and end-of-course wool not ion.

Ther*ere,260.-lotais:OOntrea, used *or :face-to-face tutor lall'end

counselling, rand containing ri.

,

irvlinirodio receiver and an audio cassette'

machine, plus soda -fopiet, of .the correspondence texts.

Iroeticistirio,CintOtutes Jest ender a fifth of the total budget. The 1111C

N.
;100versillit. The .lipen University pays the ful

0,0'Speelaydopartment for

1 40 love tc_aton.
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sttidimioncampui In 19981-(theacWill be managed_by Oitsic on its behalf).

In 1980 the BBC prodUced about,256 new television progra06es, add-transmitted

about 1500 television programmes:. This required 35 hOurs a week transmission

4
ft

timeAbout 200 radio pregramMei were. to be produced in 1984Iand 1400 were

-tranamitted, requiring about._ 25 houri a week transmission time Both

television and radio are transmitted on national.BBC networks. BBC

producefs are full members.of.the course teame.'-The use, however,,

radio is dropping quite rapidly due to the increased use of audio -'cassettes'.'

120 audio-cassetteswere-produced in 1980 ias cassettes) and mailed

i 44

directly to students. ttudents,can also obtain ;:assette copies of radio

programmes on request..., Programmis are not usually pre-tested, but there is

anon -going evaluation programme for the broadcasts, carried out by a

-
.

research team.

'Sri lankan-Institute of Distance Education (Model 5)

SLIDE was, created In 1977 frome merger between the Technical EduCation
SC

Extension Services Unit and_the Technlcal Education,Curriculum Development

\--

Unit. It is eventually- hoped that. SLIDE will he incorporated into a

national Open University In Sri Lanka. Three groups of courses are
,

_currently being:offered: National Diploma courses in Maths and Science;

Higher National Diploma course in Minagement Studies; and'Higher National ,

:C i:'.Certificate n Technology. ,At-the en.d of 1978, .there were just over 5000

students,enmlled. The main teaching medium is "printed or duplicated

lessons mailed to students. Each course is prepared in three different

languages. There are 15 Techatal Institutes which act as local centres

for weekend tutorieli. Courses are planned and written almost entirely

by externalostaff from. the University and Technical institutes, and sent'

to'SLIDE for transfatioirieddTitribitiob:

'At the moment, SLIDE does not use audio = visual medii, although it is

otintuctittLi

assottaan sosie. courtes. _Location o_



and tapes In the lacal Tichnival'Institutes is.beingiconsidered,

.Theri ire plans to maki.use of radio, and negotiations for.production

and transmission ficilities are underway with the relevint authorities.

UNED Cosii'RiCa Model 5)
..,

'...

The NationsilDiStaki:University was set up in 1977 and_iti first students

eniolled in 1978.. It. is iimed,at those cannot begin or continue studies
.

.

at the cbnventional
!
universities, ,agricultural and industrial workers who,

. , ,; -

although With-the abiliti to.attenduniversity are unable to do so, and
v .... _

at widening the access of adults to higher. edutation. Currently there are

7000 students enrolled, eventually rising, it is 'expected, to around 15000.

There are.currentlif 36 courses on offer, planned to rise to 78. UNED has

its own Curriculum Miring Office,. which decides which courses will bi

offered. It. then hires'external'consultants to prepare- the. materials.

The texts are the main teaching medium, and all courses also have monthly

face...tO.,fiCe tutorials provided through 18 local centres. Most courses
-

also hive broadcast television programme,.and on some courses there are
. -

home experiment kitscaudio-cassettes and telephone teaching.- It ii%pisnned

to use radio in the near future. Tutdr-Coordinators.who mark student

assignments and provide face -to -face tuition are based in local centres.

.

'r

Currently 60 .television programmes A year are produced, and it, is expected

that this numberwitl inCrease to about .120 a yier when fully operational.

Programmis'are produced (without charge) by a commercial station to. scripts

prepired. by the University's audio- visual. office. (Scripts are written by
-

UNED's own tutor -coOrdinetors). UNED, however, is planning to obtain its

own studio. ToleviSion programmes are broadcast for four hours a week

on the national.commercial channel. There is anew government financed

---:7-14-ttosetluttUrart-end-iducetionel Television Charnel, and negotiations foe

5
00seiliztO this obannel:arilunderwey, Radio is not yet being used, but

aioctiCikurithistits Jobstlitmotio'cAo,0004CCICOUIld_09._ProlltIMINIAL



year and again, it is hopid,tO have-access to the new national

educational radio thannel,-for about one,hour a week. The UniVersity

'has already produced a few audio-cassettes for distribution to the'local

centres'. Cassettes are produced, copied and distributed by.the University's

.own AudiaNtsualifficC It also has faifiiiies for video -castette

copying, to!'enable copies to.be available at- local centres, using the

host institution's replay equipment: There leno unit specifically

responsible` for. formal evaluation of course material, although thee'.

is an Office of Quality Control, which monitors theacademic.standard

Of the teaching materials.

).
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lifTNE'12 INSTITUTIONS

, .; ., ,. I

it cah'iiesisp from the previous sectioil that_theivetitutions varied

goniNerably; but nevertheless certain points emerged which are worth

noting's.,

O

a. Ouiber.of students. Ail institutions-that provided date on this

issue either haVo or expect to have more than 10,000 students but none
.

anticipatew.numbers substantially exceeding 100,000. Three institutions
6,

(Athabascatf6erymensi Costa Rici) siren whe

comparatively smell numbers. Thus, although

using the sass media of broadcast television

n fully developed, will have

many of the institutions are

and radio, none was aiming at

really mess audiences..:For'instance, even though the Open University

has over 80,000 students, the largest number of students on any single'

course (and hence the largest studentudience for any simile television-,

programme) is around 7,000, The main reason most institutions were using

broadcasting wes not primarily because it reached large.numbers of students,

but because it*was one of the few ways (or the only way) the target

audience could be reached where it was considered best to teach them.

However, it needs to borecognitedthat although there maybe substantial

numberiof.nen-registerod students or "eavesdroppers," none of the

institutions in study had really reached a mass target audience with

its prOgreemes.

O

,b.. Numbe of Couriest Despite this, six institutions intend to offera, ,

Very-witk.range.ofcours44 - between 75 and 250. The implications for the r

provision-Of.euillo-visual. mediaare obvious. To provide extensive televieion,-,

.

SUppertforAiiny,cOUraeswOin'siudent numbers per course are law (and Everymen!.
.

10.#411140wcourso size of 60) would be very expensive'.

tit.befitif Lesit_amoutif



transalision,Alaie to accommodate all the programmes, thit would be generated if

all the courses r radio support. However, when
,

student numbers are low, the'physical distribution of non-broadcait.dudio-v sua
. ,

Smeterials,Con Cassette, etc. ,1 becomes more feasible

!), ,

0

4.i tif: of. Courses: Nearly all the institutions expect their courses to
-

run forbetivieen:four and fivelvirs. The exception 0 the' Open

which for economic reasons has been forced to run its courses for an average

of eight years. 'If television or radio progfammes are expected to last for .

the life of a course, this.wilt have serious implications with regard to the

amount of production and transmission required.

d. .Local Centres: All twelve institutions have a network of local

centres, although attendance is not essential in any except Manta& (which

- Pt.

, is :a schoolsyshem). In .most tases, students art not expected 'to attend more
,

, . . .

often than once a month on average. This alsoLhas implications for the use of_____-.....

audio-visual media. None of these eleven systems canapparentlyrely on full

udent attendance at local centres, so these can be used to providew.moie

than a back-up service for the distribution of audio-visual materials, unless

such materials are to play a very minor Bole overall in the teaching system.

0

e. Range and Comparative Importance ofDifferent Media: Apart from

NURT in Poland, Maranhao in eraziloamd Mauritius College of the Air, print

materials (usually correspondence texts),ere the main medium of instruction

in each system. Nevertheless, seven of the twelve systems provide television

broadcasts on-Most courses', so far. Host/ewer, this position will Lieusly

have to change, quite taxi and quite rapidly, in those institutions which

aim to achieve. their planned target of a large number'.of courses. I her

-sir:lords, these institutions will.have to.bse broadcast television much more
-

si I Ike I vs ty: Onthe_other hand,,Aone of the,eleven institutions already
.

JesimiLdep;casiagas avatiable for most of its



courses. Surprisingly, in only three of the twelve institutions is

radio-used aroma courses (Aflame Neal; HURT, Poland; and the Open.

University artWupiiscis, NFU,.Notwat WOE and Costa Rica are

considering usinfi-lt extensively in the future, All but Mara4O used
1,

radio to .some extent. Coo, doubt if Were examples from models 2Land 7

Isad,beenAncleded, radio Mould have been more prominent in the teaching

'systems.' Tlieuses)flannedciacteal,16eaudio...cassettes is also

comparativelyies4,onli six institutions planning to use thamcit all:

Four institutions (Athabessa,Averyman,st Open University cnd Costa Rica)

are'usinglelephoner,teachineextensively, and most of the twelve provide

some of face-to -face teaching.,;'

Television: Apart from Maranhao, all the systems using television'

are dent on separate broadcasting organisations for the production

sea t ansmission.of their television programmes. leveiaYinstitutions were
_

very ague abOet the actual amount of programmes to be produced and

dis=riibuted this year; and were particularly, vague about future production

and transmission leveJs,.both for television and radio. All institutions

using teleiision Oroadcast directly to the students' homes, although

Maranhigo's and Mauritlus' main target audiences were students in schools.

Five of the seven institutions for whom it might be relevant either.

already made available video cassettes at local centtes as wejl, or

defi4ltely plan. to do *so in thefuture. The Open 'University still hes
.

.
. . ,

not
,

made up its,. mind on,this issue, but): unlikely to use video cassettes
,

. .

extensively. For those that use television, coverage is generally extensive,
.

. ..
, .

reaching over aft of students in six institutions. The tor institutions
,..

i
.

. 4'which have comparatively low television coverage are Allama iqbal (siith 35Z)

Athabasca (`(12); dm* to the complexity of the province's

ble ,Systems.



g. Radio Except for the Open UniversIty:and NURT, Poland, production

levels tend to be,higher fox, radio than for television, and in most institutions,

r.

.50

f ft

1
0

-Whereis nearly all the institutions use separate broadcasting organisations

radlooroduction levels are planned to be even higher in the future. The

exception to this trend is the Open__ University, which is steadily
... 4

reducing-radio production'in faVour-of non-broadcast:audio-cassette productiod:

for the produttion of their television Programmes, half the institutions.
o

have their awn radio production facilities. All nine institutions

using (or planning to"use)radio transmit direct to students' homes, but

four - Athabasca, Open University, Costa

mail cassette copies of radio prograwnee

Rica, end-NFU, Norway'- will also

direct to students' homes, while

'')

four others. make cassette copies uvailable at centrtis. Radio coverage..is

very high (over 907) for all inutitution. except Tanzania (45') and Lesotho (4071:

r,

h. Audio- Cassettes: Five institutions (Athabasca, Everyman'sLetotho,

Open Univirsity, Costa Rica) produce 6on=broadcast audio-cassettei; all in

their own studios, although the 110C also produces tome of the Open University's

cassettes. Sri Lanka is also considering producing cassettes. Ownership of

Cassette machines by students varies enormously from inst)tution to .

institution.

In summary, seven.of the twelve institutions use both television and radio,

to some extent, but in nine of the twelve institutions, neither radio nor

television is the main teachiny mediurn."'

40
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FUNCTIONS:Or AUD,10-1i 1itIAL H-DIA,

V

parhapil the,most difficult' question in the whole
, . ,,.:

flikldof'illittaocs;radoeilVoiii:ildli use ..liiiiii o-v isue I' media at all? What unique '
.,, ... , -,, , .

.., , .-..;_,.....- ..,..

i oilii 'funittoits-40 ,provide? What contribution ifo they make to

-distameolearrant. cannot 'bi;-povided through print material and

cos;

,

.

tlisny, a .ariamisinkacidemke .4reer- hat been buried and lost, for. ever in

pursue; of. thit question. Certainly., there, iiho current educational theory,.
,.

Of taii..4tina'or',learkIng.that can provide an adequatecenaiwer (for good

revises, sea Hoick, .)9,11). However, is not experience the best teacher of iiii
, .

Surely ahouglysxperlence 'has ,been gathered from the 53 organisations listed

°n'Appendlx- to answer this question?

0.

. ,

From a reeding,of 'the literiture, and an analysis of the questionnaire
. :. r 0

respects's, the answeriSiems to:fill into two parts. Firstly, there are pretty

clear ,strategIC reasons `foi using audio-visual media, particularly broadcasting:
. . ,,

StrategiC reasons, are_generei;.,they are the distance learning system's overall.
-,..

ti-. lint ifigat -on for using audio- visual. media, and would apply to la course in

the syitem using televiston or -radio; Tactical reason; on the other hand
, .

are spetific*to each course or unit, and will vary according to the educations

tisk at hand. The strategic reasons for using television sod radio in

dl_stance'leirninrsysitemSeri'Well known, and there is no need to dwell on

-its., escoet-*shera-there Is reason-to question their validity:

I Access..to.-students. most distance learning institutions, telivtsitin:

and radio. arittilo.-Of.the21peryfewways by which the institution can be sure-'ef

Insmast-of:thSi:stOentit inithe main target groups (usually working iduits

041t4Wtdii-itrile) Television and radio allot students to be prisii'rily

t710411
1iik-111peady beets- noted that for Mill



betimes they bringIn numberst laithOugh size-does reduce unit costs),

t-mone-beCiUticthey-reech students In their' own locality or home.

,-

Publicity.and recruitment. Broadcast media provide a shop window.

-forthvihitilutten,-thablItig-thlOrmatlin about-the dtitance turning system

to be-quickly and'wfdely:spread'amongst a large section of the population, and

keePlOgRhetnititute constantly in the attention of the general public.

Variety,,enrichment and motivation. Television, and to a lesSerr. .

--extent-radlor,'ire,-it-is irgue4-inherently.more interesting.and stimulating
-:--

-to thetirget audience.thin print; broadcasts keep the,student motivate and
. .

provide variety and alternative routes to learning. There is some evidence
_ . .

routes

from the Open UniversitY which both supports and challenges this view. Several

studiei (e.g. Semi, 1975; Brown 1980) have identified considerable individual

*differences between Open University students in their preferences for leariiing

`from different media and in different ways (learning strategies).-providhg

a variety of Media therefore Is-likely to,satisfy a wider range of students,

and therefore should help keep more students in the system. On the 'other hand,

Other tudies '(e.g. Mircui, 1980),have,shownthat Open. University students are,

more likely to programmes if they deal in a serious manner with key iisocs-
.

In the courses, than if the programmes merely provide enrichment or-beekgroun,
,

InformatlioC-The motivational 'Value of broadcaSting therefore depends on

,

'the actual educational function chosen for the programmes in the context in

TwhielytheY'ire,uied ,(i.e, on.taCtical reasons); television and radio do not........
. . , A . ,

_ . ..

,sietoileticatiy 001,tiyatep irrespective -of their use.
r1.,

'', .

,. .,

lacing., it has often been argued that the regular timing of the
.

._ . .

jbehlnhdlhenc dieceuriged ,WIthrtheirstudles. In fact,, there is little

broodcasts,keeps.tha students

e

g to schedule, and prevents them getting

_,-

schedule,

'10r-this .itieltssiw.Gillsgher (1975) ° end Oates (1875) have demonstrated
ft 0

schedule in.the_Open' University 14



limingjof theiUtar-marked*atihnienti.. Indeed, if broadcasts are out of

phase orilash with the assignMent.schedule (for instance) if they do not deal

with the topic on which the student Is currently preparing an assignment). student

4::irteri:4O-pcii bother to watch or listen to the programmes, preferring to

These four arguments' were all put forward by one or more of the twelve'

,initiations,'"but it Seems that the main strategic argument is access, .with.

publicity and' recruitment also; ieing important.

,b. Tactical Functions

-Noweveri'merely providing broadiasts for students is clearly not
=

enough For_students to make use of,and benefit from the programmes, the

',broadcasts must have a relevant, educational function in the context of
_.

the specific course of which, the programmes are a part. These tactical

functions will vary for each teaching sequence and It is identifying these

tactical functions, and analysing their importance, that has proved to be

one of the most difficult tasks for course designers wishing to uie

.audio-,visual media.

Athabasca University moo :. .11ai they had no real useful theory
C

of media roles. Everyman's University, reported the use.of media depended, very

'much on the personalities involved. NFU, Norway reported that solar, few

trends have been found; the role varies from one project to another. The
.

:Open University said-that in the end, it comes down to a producer and an academi.C;;,,

going off together to decide what,will.go into a prograime. NURT, Poland

,ieported that Gone of their main problems was choosing more suitable lecture

, 4

contents serving die needs of students. Perhaps the clearest statement of the.
A

problem comes from Beardsley (1975).- reporting on the now defunct Free Universit

of Iran: ,4'

"At tha biOnning of the strategic planning phase, it washoped

atthitherniii.cegterAtitigLin ret-roost find a set of prictic
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, -: '01 ..:''W-7.;:'-,,2,,:''',7"','-',V ,,,,';'':: ....

rOcokiOpii*i' bili

1-0i''' ptiai41 tilaillieri to*',define overall objectives for.

-`'-'ill'fferent' le--USed1-iyfite'Unrier:Ity,, and which, would serve

si.:..iiiidiii I'm1,.:iO17'::_ii:Ii;1*,*iiictfiiirtv.iif_Media-,betWeen,and within

,,
. . . , , ,,i.,';,---...,

significant criferfirwere'elUcidated. A series of difficult analyses
'-',:::',.,..;',.:',,,,,,t,,.,,,,

Individual ji-Og* S: and courses.. 'In the event , there was..:::7.-.,,-..-.'='-..,-,,,,,,..-,,,.;-:-:-;,-;,-,
'`..,:`-'-:`..-k'i , ''. ''',',.-4.

Were'', often found to end in some commonsense-decisions. In the

- -, ,, :-:-.!- ,,,,.,-.. ,- -;:_,,,-;.:,.. ,7':;.--,-,-;-:., - -,- --- --

,,. ,,.. -,,, - 4. , -, . , .*.,,

:' ' last "resort, the ,selection of -media in the Free University was

.. `giided-bY:Several non-pedagogical factors: ignorance, logistics..,, ..-
and external :politiCs-.,

4;1:-7

SSs

psychological and pedagogical foundations,.

Clearly, this is a kirk* Orobtem, for without strong teaching reasons,, if it
.

difficult to JUsiliy, the use Of televis ion and radio. Yet there is evidence that
...55 S5

-- . .
.

ifilairision and radio' *re more Valuable when used in some ways rather than others.

As long 1190 as 1913;' the Open University produced a list of 25 functions for
-

television and redici;based:On-lhe Justifications used by course teams

and accepted by th *styli; ty's Broadcast Al locat ion Committee, when television

radio reiources are requested for course. An updated version of this

.,,l,Sf;,.:40ClUdlng.flanatiorit.,for'.eudie-fissettes as well, is included in Appendix
4,-':

:-.A, mlibiti, or fhelit' fiSi4 i on% _Were el so mentioned by other Institutions. For :-.:,,--'i
( .1.

1 7.4
liiiitinic03,:: television ,ios1.-004;,cir:-...,, ,,-it:, -2 .

,,:,,..,-,,,f.,
.,-.-...,.4

''''. .'-'' '5,'-''': .:,'...'...' :`:", ...-;.--,/...st:',.f' -,;.,;::::. ,,,,-, . '..-',i,-,:,,,..,...,.. ,
, --.., % ''.-%.., .- ---- .1 i- ..'-'- ,-- :..:, -,--, --..,,, ,,,,,,:-..-,-J., ,. ,...,.

. , 2.-.; ,,, ;-,..,vit

demonstrating ciiiiiot4.1 'Airiii iiichanical, processes and experiments

f' in science .1,4P104 1140rYllan'il UNA, Venezuela)
f ,

danionstraIng cultural phenomena and real-life situations (Aflame

I 4b04:.:110C10:
1

-' visits-to placs not oth.rwI accessibl. to students CA 1 1 amo

00 *44kli,lq#1i;-****OfiteCiftliliy gtMdellts (UM,
aMMOMI

, ,



== ,

111#1,tr4109 PrikIPIEI,r**eol to sietion or space (UNA,

r

-

=',44--titachliit...$144,:languagolor,the -deaf (NFU, Norway)

< yv.; , e.
or radiO, Allarn. ,IqbarmentIons the use of talks, discussions, drama

";;;':`,., :,

nd serials, while the use of radlofor speechcS by well-known national figures:

,

Fr. '-for-,flield,recOr4Ings of.,poopla.-cOncerned with adult education in TarizentOr

also asntInsd (pot Ciiti:OcatiK110. 1980 Beardsley (1975) also mentions the, uss

of radio at the re* Akavereity of Iran for feedback and remedial purposes:;2',%7:'

Thsroux (1978) provides an excellent list of possible functions for radio In

nohrfOrill_idUCatlent,_an4 =the Upon: University has prepared a series of cu t I
.

media packages,provldlng video, ..radio and audio cassette examples of the

stein functions lieticlin Appendix 4, in each faCylty area together with

accompanying handbooks dtstussk,g the :relatiVet merits and difficulties

'14-,,U$Ing 7 the different 'media in these ways. Mead (1974) has also identified

. a wide' range of finictians actually used for radio at the Open University.

Recently, there,has also been an Important theoretical development.

Salamon (1979) has argued that different, media "code" or represent

Information in unique Ways,- and he has attempted to relate this for the

way people learn and. think. His theory suggests that whils,content can

be iOnVeyed..equilly well:through any medium, the way that people think
.2 '4

about and use that cantent, or knowledge is very much influenced by the
,

.," media of presentation, and that some media have advantages over others

for developing certain kinds of learning skills. Interestingly enough,

several of the learningskilts he describes as, being amenable to,development'=;'7:,','i:

through television are vdry similar to the kinds of functions for televielon;:=.-

, litad.14-2-APPandix

= , 44

,Needs-
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,

1t etsil' t mast tktitoca.1,tearnlAq institutions would bersef It
;4..



considerably from an inter -change' of experience in the relative teaching,

roles:of different media, and from the development ofa theory of media

selection. Howevert-e4en then, there would. be major problems to overcome.

First of all, althOughlalemenis work is a beginning,, much more needs to

bedOnt.before there-is useful, theory, of media selection. This seems to
, .

be's-crucial areaffor'research, but it has to be accepted that this is an

area,of.high risk,'Where many have tried but few succeeded. Secondly, even

when a more pragmatic approach Jsadopted, and a list of functions along

the lines of Appendix 4.is developed, there are major problens in

such general- principles to the making a specific programmes. For this to

-bapPon-both -producers-and-subiectspedlifiTsts dive to be aware of such

principles, and know how and when to apply them. i Producers in particular

are likely to be sceptical of any theoretical attempts to match appropriate media

'to specific teaching functions or learning activities. A quote from e senior

BBC /OUP producer illUstrates the point:

\ 4
-

"One might also ask, were a course designed in which the mediewere
.

perfectly matched to objectives, would it necessarily be an

interesting, attractive course to those who have to study it?

TeaChing is an 'art as well as a science and technology.. The more

we know of the latte'rtwo, the. better, but meanwhile many teachers

do.very, well because of their skill at ihe'art, and that art will

include, in Our,casi,.a .feel),,or the choice of media".

Taylor (1979)

.

At the weTkshOpe it became clear thit both the strategic and the tactical

'reasiieti for usiegaudioovisUal media were very much dependent on "local"

rather than 'universal!' factors.
46

retierd'tolitiateac reasons, the decision whether or not to to use



.

television for 'mallow* Was sometimes beyond the control of the distance

.1010P114 institutio0,0441.0Stablished. The Open University for instance

has ajormit partnership relationship which assumes, that large quantities

of televiliOn ind-redlo4111 be available. These media are built into

the -system. For deVeltephig countries,tries, the use of mess media, particularly,

radio, la.seen,by'meny ee the.joixway to reach priority target grOups such'

.1011,ediilts and school dropouts in any significant numbers. The decision

whither or not to use television insprinciple often pre -dates the setting

Jog ofthefInstitutionmay be taken at a governmental rather than

Institutional. livel,sind may be based on political factors or on the

results of pressure or resistance from broadcasting organisations. Other

institutions, however, particularly smaller Institutions in more developed

countries, such as Athabasca or Everyman's, have been able to remain "'

,flexible in their decision-making about whether or not - or even how

much television or radio will be used. It does seem that the more

recently formed'distance learning systems have been cautious in their

use of broadcast media, avoiding being locked into a system by which

they are forced'to.use these media. The reasons,for this caution are

not difficult to find: a belie/ that the high cost of broadcasting can

be justified only where large numbers of students are likely te, be reacheq,
*

and, in a number. of institutions, the belief that broadcasting organisations.

ciO-not understand the requirements of educational programiing, and

therefore might make programmes that are not appropriate to the needs

of the students. rr

With%regard to tactical'reasons, there was a good deal of sceptiseiamongst'

the workshop participants about the practical value of developing

' theoretical Oameworks for, deciding on the choice and use of media in

Warming systems. Eachinstitution was different from any other. They

di fforedin terms of tite',7,ourses on offer, target groups; physliel



distribution arrangements, financial arrangiemnts,relationship between

broadcasters and of medi' a for teaching,

time available for programme making, and the relative importance of

---each-aedium to the system, yet all these factors influence decisions about

'twat to use different media. It was clear therefore that it would be

very difficult to: produce,general,sets of principles about the most

appropriate uses of.television and radio that would apply to several

distance learning institutions.

However, it does se:sm'clear that planners and academics are often looking

for such principles (Is television "better" than radio ?' What are the

"best" subjects to teach by radio rattier than ,by television?) There

does therefore seem to be a needat.a policy-making and initial'planning

level forliovernmtnt administrators to be aware, of the range of factors

which may influence the appraOriateness.of using certain media in distance

learning institutions, so that they can then take these factors into

account and apply them to their own conditions. There are now sufficient

distance learning institutions eastablished for these-influencing factors

to becidarly identified, either through case-studies or from the

literature, and for this to provide a basis for training.

be a need even within well-established

improve communication and understanding

Secondly, there does still seem to

'distance learninginstitutions, to

' between broadcasters and academics.

\ 0

In many institutions, broadcasteri

responsible for Producingprogrammes are not mipertsin the.subject matter..

Even fewer have specific training in teaching methods. But perhaps

training needs are even greater for those responsible for the academic

content of courses: If there is to be a 'trend towards greater flexibility

for the academiCs or subject specialists in deciding whether or not -

Of,which kinds ofaudio-visual media to use subject speciallits need

SwietabmweAsf.eha.educational ienttal oteudioviiiiai, media, and this



_rioluires some understandingof hovi aUdio-visUal media differ from print

medla.ln the wey knoisledgeLls presented and-skills developed. The

problem- is, well put by the Rector of the Spanish Open University, Dies

"The mein .difficulty,for the-uie of audio-visual aids if not to

be found In the.technical Media-as such.bet rather in the lack of

contents. It Is therefore.nocessary to train the teachers-in the

use of educationaI technology so that they learn to express

to communicate with the students through these

technical media."

ti

This problem it particularly acute in those inelitutions, such as SLIDE,

and.UNED,,Desta Rica, which are heaVily, dependent on external consultants

for the preparation of teaching meterials.-Thus there appears to be an

urgent need to find ways in which to bring people° together with

appropriate experience in different fields, In ameiningfurvierking or

training relationship. Olanhers'in particular need to be aware of this

need, if the advantiges of:iudio7.41sual media are to be 'fully exploited,

I
and if a waste'of scarce:resources is to be avoided.

tiEP could assist-in several ways.

level, the special'requirements and

,

At a governmental and initial planning::

features of distance ,darning spite's

need to be understood. In partliular, with regard 'to audiovisual media,
,

planners needlo be aware of the factors which will influence initial

docisioneaboht,the selection of media and relationships with broadcastidg

organisations. Planneri also need to be aware of inftial decisions

about,the:itructure and.Organisation of distance learniht institutions.

1114011e initiet decislone will influence the way decisions will be mode '
. .

tOtiroollIvibout the use of odic lecondly, there is a need to



Mani of brfnging together academics, experts in ,caching methods,

and,,media specialists, and to provide joint "Inlouse" training programmes

in order to increase awareness of each others potential and needs. Thirdly,

there is a role to be played in exchanging experiences between different

institutions fn the use of different media. Care has to be taken in

'bringing together. appropriate institutions, but distance teaching methOds

themselves could be used to improve communication between institutions, -

such as the exchange of internally produced multi-media training materials.

il
It is clear that the issue of how to select and se different media in

i

:
distance learning institutions is increasing rather than decreasing in

... r ..
.

importance. The trend, towards courses for relatively small numbers of

atudents.the high cost of broadcasting, the development of new micro.

processortechnology'and the increasinguse of low-cost audio-visual 41

media, such as cassettes. Is forcing course designers and managers to

think very carefully. about certain media are being..used rather than

others. The Issues are complex, and the need for, training and research

.

li acute.



a. Difficulties

TRANSMISSION AND DISTRIBUTION

,
Every one of the twelve institutions expressed concern ar the difficulty.

of distributing audio-visual Materials. The difficulties are not always

of-the same kind,. but several institutions have more than one kind of

difficulty:.

.;

r

i. Lack of adequate coveraii. Neither Sri Lanka nor Tanzania (at

st on the ielnlihd) yetha4a television. Three institutions (Athabasca and

All iqbarwiSh television, 1A1 Tanzania with. radio) have difficulty
' 4 .

becaus ,substantial numbers of their target groups cannot receive .the

-transmis ions. in Pakistan, many homes do not have television. To make

television re widely 'available, Allama lqbal is considering providing

communal sets in villages, but this will bring additional problems of,

providing adequa e-maintenance and security. In the case of Athabasca,

not all students 1 ve in areas where the ldcal broadcast station or cable

channels carry their rogrammes. In Tanzania, the national radio service

does not reach all part of the country yet. SLIDE does not yet have

access to the national ra o system. In the, more developed countries,

access to or ownership of au lo-cassette machines was high (over 75Z by

studehisat Athaimsca,,Every s, N.F.U. Norway, Open University) but

this was not so in thi other ins itutions, although some such is.UNED,,

.Costa Rice and Lesotho OTC, were ma my cassettes avallableat local .

centres.

.

.11. Complexity of timetabling. Both Athabasca and Costa Rica have to

use several different transmission agencies,\so that the same, programme,.
.. :,

.,

is distributed at,differeni times in tifferel4

\
parts of the.country.

...

, .

,
.

..- .

This coulee administrative difficulties for the dstance learning system.
,_ . :

'Open Uhiversity elsobas 1:regional problem, because arrangements for
_ ..

. , ,
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roe 0.6E4- -speOial arrangements have to be

made for Scottish and Welsh students.

III. Ilisplaciment:The Open University is, ncreasingly suffering from
,

.

the displicement of programmes from their regular times to other less common

thins. ,Originally, this happened due to the desire of the BBC to give apeilal

covOrage'tO'slgnificant events, such as World Cup football, Wimbledon tennis,

b they ONmpics, but with the impending estblish;lent'of'a..seCood rival

commercial channel, the BBC has begun general transmission's 25 minutes earlier

asan "experiMent" during the first six weeks of the academic year. This has

meant th*t it is no, longer, during these weeks'to transmit foundation

.course programmes to coincide with the opening hours of local study centres.

In. 1980, 20% alai) Open.UniVersity programmes will !offer from. displacement,

with-the inevitable effect of students missing .prograMmes and having study

schedUlet disrupted;

1,1:. Al

a urs,: problem a

-

serious:, blem for,a

t

h transmission costs. Rather surprisingly, this ma: not,.

g the twelve institutions, although it cab be a

distance foaming systems. Both Allies lqbel and

NFU, i rway hove- tOffnd, substantial amounts felom.thel r own 'budgets for
.' .

,..treniMission costs to broadcasting organisations. Atiema lqbal, for
N

instance, is charged commerciii advertising rates for.redia(which makes
' 1. , , t 't ,

radio-programmei more expensive per,minute than television!) The Open ",

UniviraitY alsO-hai to fintra.sObstantial amount; but. It. is still a smell
: .

..

proportion of the overall broadcast budget. NFU, Norway, is Whips
. .

unique, because it is.charged.perhoui of transmission, on e basii'which

incorporates-costsor production and overheads, ai well as for -.le 4

tririsolsoloo. This Jia.itnong disincentiveilo run the same prodrammi

4

for :several years, is the cost*Illbe the same, Whittier a totally neis

,progrim*- is mode or 4fot. Sivoralr lost; tot om, however', paid no 4

trineediefeh insist dvewthough in some cases they.were,Wsing.iommercial

A



v. Insufficient quantity-Of transmission time. This is a general

problel, and one which seems likely to get worse, as the institutions increase

the number of courses available. At Ever/omen's University, already not all

programmes mode getiAraMmsitted. 'the Open University, in its evidence to a

government commission, claimed that it mould eventually require over 50 hours a

week teleVIsion transmission time. Goodenough (1978) calculated that the Free
- A -

University of Iran would eventually have needed between 6 to 10 hours a day ,o

.
transmission time for each medium. Clinch (1979) estimated that Al ame lqbal

will soon need 20 hours a week radio transmission time for 39 weeks a year. It
O

Is clear though that, broadcasting organisations generally are reluctant to maks

such large amounts of the available. Given that most.courses are planned-to run

for a minimum of at 'least four years, and the substantial increase in the

number of courses to be made available in the future, demand for transmission
f

time seems almost certain to exceed the supply for many of thetwelve,institutions

This could be a time bomb ticking away inside a number of distance learning

bystems.

vi. inadequate quality of transmisslon time. This is perhaps the-most

serious,difficulty of atl. It is not so much the overall quantity of time

required that is the problem - broadcasting organisations are usually willing

to transmit at otherwise "dead" hours - but getting a sufficient quantity at

,
.

c . , .
.

times that are . convenient for students. for instance, programmes transmitted

. -

before 7.00 a.m. or before 5.00 p.m. will not be watched by more than 202, of-,

Open University students. While quite useful as repeats,,suCh times are useless

for single transmissions. However. the times most useful for working ad s

- are precisely those when. broadcasting, organisations are seeking to reach_their

prime audiences with general broadcasting, or at least broadcasts with a more

general, appeal. The case of distance-168min.; systems is not helped by the

comparatively smell, numbers of students followingAhdividual programmes.. There'

are only three national broadcast televition channels in Oritain. One is used'

to transmit 173 programmes a year to courses with less than 100 Open University
i



offectivgkao 'Of-a since national:reiource, unless the

'iwogromiss are broadcast at tisiecwheit nobody else wins: to watch.

, -

The sOciseibilliy thatbroadcasting brings is perhaps the major sinOle

justilication for using television and -radio in distance learning systems.

It'istherefore.very serious 'if t distance (earning inmtitutions and the

broadaasting organisations betreen them cannot plan or menage their systems so

tocansure.that the majority of the otudents ian end listen at convenient,

thm;'s. it is:perhaps' Werth`POintinth libresponsibility for .this

probably liesmare,with the distance learning institution that with the

broadcasting organisation. droadcaiting organisations will be isore.then

togatstas much material as the distance learning institutions are willing

,to pay-for; however, there is a physical limit to transmission Oise:, and

:broadcasting organisations havWtoconsider theirobligations'to the public as

a *sole. It is up to the distance diarning institution therefore, befe4

commissioning production, to ensUre that there is likely to, be 0 balance between

the amount ofNutierial and the miens available for distributing it.'

1

b. PlannitiLltrateales-for dealing. with transmission difficulties 4.

There are several strategies available for dealing wi transmission

difficulties. 'There is not.syfficlent space to go 1:tc7Zirt-Wire.

section Is further elaborated in

are described briefly, Wow:

Avoid! 1 Or su1.0

Ip this strategy, a

Several.alternatIves
0

lementi

ternstive& to' no

are available in

This

Ix 5, but the,mein strategies available

vent:mai brumicast transmission

1 transmission facilities ere sought.:

beery:

set dittributions-

reitiy testUden

replai--equipmen

either

.

._ .

settee (audio or video) aredIttributed,:
7-

,

s' homes or to lodel centres with the

This strategy is sireedy used by a
.



4i-Atjet programmes are

ripodoiktiln_,*.stddIO'4,0;00 night -or at other times when there

imeurd.,ottiqielee be no,.briiedcasts;._bi maims of a timesvittcli,

recorder*, Orek-imetasiticilly; switched 'on, and record the pi'ogramm'eJ

rOqui rode Such 4,-"Cheelee has been ,suggested 'both in NFU* Norway,

tfor,g4d.4.'eniilei the Open Un IVila I ty., (for audio).

,taltilllintraniilision: a direct broadcasting satellite could

.iniallablienoUgh:tefevision and radio channels for one of

iecie:eto' bE -*Oka* solely to edikationsil _use; satellite .

transmission -Would providelblankit coverage for a whole counts

,.,

or .eyen StVeral' Countries within a region. Satellite trans:els:

his already been- used for educationel purposes in the, Ii.S.k..;,
.. _

,

.Canada,:, and` Indio', on an experimental basis, and operationSkell*

liroadCiat'satiellites,are being seriously "considered in- several

countries with di stance learning system* (Canada, Bras I 1 , Norio
.

Unitiod'Itingdosi,'.Aus'tralla, France, West Germany,

national edton castin chanty_ l s: national

briadcat ing ,channe I dedicated solely to *ducat i on , culture

or derialopment;" Celts Rica already-hi:'--,:ne such -channel for

. television, and .1s, planning another for radio.. Thailand is

bteliding its.own national, idu,cationel radio channel.

4

/* itimovinj rePiat .trinsmissions/ Some organisation,: (such as the Op
,40

VoivOrsity) begin lbY broadcasting, each programme twice, but as the number. of.
. . . ,

Courses with- oroiocastong increases, militant too many programmes to befitti
P ,

Into ;the transMiiiion time ,evellable to allow each programme to he broadcast

twial so_ gradeiiiiiTmere end Sore Programmes become transmitted once only:

`of.Ariniinittion times at "oftzpeak" homy,

Seas,iiviiiliblei-it is often possible ,tO



V

would othOwise-be no broadcasts, usually.et leis popular times but when,
.

most student* 1001,usuel1ylbe at home.144.'eariy morning).

iv: Sophisticated scheduling procedures. To enable awkward decisions to

be made about which programmes should lose their repeats or be broadcast at
,/ ,,

poorer times, sophisticated scheduling procedures can be used to ensure that

ar,

students' learninvis affected as little as possible, by quantifying the quality

of different times and the value of the broadcasts oneach'course, on the basis

of audience research. This procedure is used'in the Open University

v. Reducing the-life of prodrammes. The longei the .life of programmes,

-, .

the more transmission time that is required, By extending the life of its
r, .

'courseefrom a planned four years to eight years, the Open University doubled

.

the amouet of transmiasion'time it required. The life of could be
i

,
..

shortened either by shortening the planned life of courses as alwhole,_ or by

remaking programmes hefore the end of the course. This would enable planned

,

levele,of prodution to be ioppt up, without requirineso much transmission ime4,,-,.

effect, it shifts the balance from new programming towards more remakes.

vi. Clearing deadwood. Those prograiMis which after thejirst year of
1

presentetion.a4found_not to be_ useful are removed from theCOurse (and not

replaced), freeing, transmission time for repeats of more useful prograMmes.
,

This idea is being investigated on:an experimental basis at the Open University,

vii. Making broadcasting optional. This solution accepts the view that

transmission and distribution of audio-tvisual media will sways be a problem.

It will never be possible, so it Is argued,"for all students to be able

or hear the piogrammes. Broadcasting should therefore be made available s an

optional resource.for those students who can and want to use it - just like

extra reading, or, in a number of systems, face -to -face tuition. Although not'

*toted se such, this seemed to be a strategy adopted by most of the twelve

atrattattaftrbthithlio and MURT, Poland)



vi Notching production to transmission. The level of production or

bOisght-in material) is geared toboth the quantity and the quality of

transmission'tima available. If stibsequently the transmission agency has to'

reduce. either the quantity or the quality of the transmission times available,

then production (or the life of-the programmes) '-is also reduced, to ensure that.
high viewing or listening levels'cin be maintained. No institution appears

.' to have adopted -this strategy so far, although the Open University is trying to

r.

negotiate such an agreement with the BBC for Its new contract.-

1, ; 't
. Theadvantages and.disadvantages of each of these strategies, and further

.
.

details of.the techniques that have been developed, are examined more closely.:

in Appendix 5. From this examination, several general conclusions can be driven:

1. Obtaining adequate transmission facilities is one of the most serious=
. .

problems. facing distance learningsinstitutions. The main Justifications

57

for using television and radio their, accessibility to students, and

their potential for providirig unique teaching functions and learning
-

experiences'- are completely nullified'il the programmes are transmitted
..:

at times when substantial numbers
,

of the target audience cannot, or.. ,

are not prepared to, watch or listen to them. It has to beaced thodgh
4

that very few of the twelve institutions in this study could be sure of

getting the,mijoritj, of their broadcasts seen or. heard by at least three
J

of their:target audience.

2. Beveraldiffecent strategies can be used to improve the

accessibility of programmes, and some of these strategies are not

dependent necessarily an the good-will or co7operition of other agencies

Distance learning institutions do need though to explore fully the range'

of options, if they wish to improve the accessibility of their-audio-

visual Materials.

3. Some of these sOategies'require
sophisticated techniques, but there-

is'now a good deal of experience built up in one or two institutions
- -

I:MIL 1.1.4/0.6.11/.1.111.1Mt -



,SOMitteris solutions. to the 'iirinSmission problem proposed by

broadcaeting organisations, although reasonable from the

`broadcait-orgiiiiisationpol-nt-offil-ewv au-11(4--4.011Sicily_4111
o

most suitable froMthe point of ,iview"of the diitence, learning.

instittition. leiportent'that distance learnint institutions-

develop or have access to their own expertise, and have suitable,

internal dicislon-making frameworks that enable them independently

to assess -thar-siretargi-folifeh Would belt serve their needs.

, .
. ingot ;cations for 'treinink and research

7

it would -be a mistake to consider transmission arrangements as merely a

-techniCal ,problein or a problem created by-broadcasting agencies. The
. _

0

suitability of transmisilon arrangements is deterinined as much by policy.,

dell*IOns made Zvi_ thlt dlitance learning institutions, as by decisions made

by broidcniting organisations about the amount and quality of -times they are-
.

willing to make evallable.,, Secondly, when courses are expected to last as

tong as four years or mbre. and-when the total number of courses -available is,

expected 'to increase Year by year, there are major long term imp! icaticini for.

transmission, times which. are ,novelways obvioys.

The Opoin University, is- an example of an ,institution which ha5 iiow found

itself in serious transmission difficulties as a result of policy

deCts ions made (or rather, avoided) several years -ago. Other institutions

seem to be seeking production facilities without considering adequately
a

how programmes produced will be dietributed, without considering how many

students will .be able to watch such programmes, and without considering

the .likelyccist-effectiveness,of such distribution arrangements.

At the 'sarre`time,, there is now-a great deal of experience and knowledge

aleprjet abeiretheliOssues,`ifilicti:coulci well be made available to
,

0:1h0;newer:,,,,lnetjutierls, and tO_planners of new distance



.

o

I, .

Implications of policy decisions; some,are more techniCal solutions to

. the difficult many dtstance learning institutions foie to getting
, : / ) '' r

their programmes transmitted, whin previous policy decisions have already
,..

been implemented. Particularly in the area of radio and cassettes, there.

are situations where one distribution system has clear economic advintages

over another. Once again, this kind of knoWledge needs to be disseminated_

between.institutions in such a May that it can be applied to the problems

facing different_kinicofAnatttuttons;

Finally, related to the questionof obtaining suitable transmission times

la the fatiUre so fir of most dlitancelearning institutions to attract

really mass audiences. Orodcast television and,,,radio ari.scarce,

resiurcea, and In many countries, rightly or wrongly,

P

Is considered to be, the provision of entertainment.

their mein function

Unless the challenge

of producing educational' programmes withleass appeal (such as those made.

by Children's Television Workshop - "Sesame Street," "The Electric

Company," etc.,) can be met by distance learning institutions,'they must
. #

(

expect to receive a good deal of transmission time at inconvenient

vours'for working adults.

C



ill1111W1R0A0CAiitATERIALS

e

a. Technical Difficulties-

? ,

Tithnlcal4roductico difficulties - a lea of well - qualified production

A

andLongingering,staff, poor equipment; inadequate maintenance facilities,

.-eshartigeofspires, andjust.not enough money-- are still a problem

in several of the institutions, notably Tanzania, Aflame iqbal,' Lesotho,

41auritius.and Maranao. 'Mei* pe:obleom probably transcend any others in
. .

.;.. these,InstItutions._141thout adequate minimal resources, it is difficult
,_.

., . \\
, - , .

to irhow even themost brilliant or sophisticatedmanagementprocedures

can make broadcast media effective in distance learning systems. However,

such issue's are really ouiside7the,scope of the workshop, since there are

-already existing facilities for technlial training, and other channels

for'obtaining'iechnicat:and finincial assistance. This section therefore

concOntratesion how production can be planned and,monaged so that the
.

teaching potential, of broadcasts may be fully exploited, and so that

the programeas are bitter Integrated with other teaching media.

t

.

vExternal` or 'Internet Production?

it was quite clear that most'of the twelve institutions were wanting

e.

their own.productlop facilities., independent of broadcasting organisations.
- "

Half those using redio.already produce their own programmes, ...rid in these
.

cases, the broadcasting organisations seemed quite villing to accept, for

transmission this' independeritly kroduced radio material.

It is television which presents the most effIculty. None of the institutions

except Harand'clhad their own, full television. production facilities.
f

Costa Rica, Alum, iqbal, and Everyman's either had or were wanting their awn .

pilot or loW-cost production studio. Although Athabasca has no desire to

prOducejtsaWn programmes, it is dissatisfied with the service it is getting

free the agency responsible for the-production of educational television

, ,

.axis In the Province ("red tape* nebulous slew" Consequently, thei,



r.

pre410.0 negotiating rd 044;41410141..mmes did not fit in with the, tine.

. scale of course design at Athabasca: GOodinough (197) quotes the former-
.

Chancellor of the Free University .of iran,,Or. Ahmadi, who coMmenteton the

910tationi and cumbersome nature of the prodUCtiOn process" of the
. ,

National Iranian Ridlo and Television organisation. Mauritius College ofthe

4, ,,
Air has also' commented On the lack of understanding .of educational needs by

. . ,
.

,producers in general broadcasting:. 1

"EdUcational television production makes special d

that are rarely completely understood by producers

!-

rands on personnel

and administrators

who have no commitment, to educatio4. This kind of production is

. bottom on their priority

r

Noweier,nooetter how much distance .learning institutions would like to:

hays their own toie4ision production facilities, there are Serious disadvantage

as, well.. The costs of equipping, manning and maintaining Such,a facility .ars

extremely high, and there is probably insufficient demand from the distance-.

learning institution itself ,to maximise fully such resources. By usino.spare-

capacity in external broadcasting agencies,. distance learning systimm are

usually-charged only the additional, or marginal, costs involved,- if they aro,

chargednt all. It can also be difficult for a distance learning institution t

.find'and kee, suitably qualified production Staff. Because they can usually

offer better salaries, higher status, more "interesting" productions, and

better career prospects, conventional broadcast-ing organisations relliely

to entice away good production staff. In any case, --constitutional reasons

national broadcasting organisations have a monopoly on all broadcast televisiOn

in some countries, such as Britain and India. A perhaps more contentious

argument is that without the expertise of an external broadcasting organisation

the full potential of television. in a distance learning system will not 'be;

.
-

realimi.itis certainly true that if one has access to the full range of
.

resources at the, disposal of a major broadcasting organisation, the range of

1 programmes that can be made, and therefore.therange of teaching functions and



1

. .

/ ' _ .

)10hat.nieds to'be considered la:whether or not the difficulties ncountered

with extirn#1 \production agencies are just aslikelyto be encou Weil with
.1 .- . , .

Anternal'productiOn. The problem>is thit television has erhyt and a pattern
f - , .

of Production which is unfarnillar to most academics and academic ministrators,
4, e

and these production requirements have.to be taken Into account in course design,...

if the full teaching benefit: are to be obtained from television.

c. Financial Arrangements.

Several organisation (or rather funding mini es) pay for th

services prOVided by the broedcatting or sations (Allame 1081, Eve yman's,
. 0,

NURTi Poland, and the Open Univ ty). NFU, Norway is paying for spe ific

production posts 1,1_11M the state broadcasting organisation; and will klsO

pay full production and transmission costs.. Negotiating a fair payment,'

particularly when the distance learning institution is. having to reduce

expendit4re generally; is not always easy. Recently,'Ihe Open University\ has

placed a cash limit on what it will pay the 1111C, An order to keep costs under

o

It might seem that those distance learning institutions which, receive

free or heavily subsidised, broadcasting are particularly'fortunate.: However,

_in practiCe,,this seems to bo a mixed blessing. Athabasca considers that On

control at a time of rapid inflation.

reason for the bureaucracy and delay. in getting Decisions on programmes is

because the cost of trogrammei has to come out of the educational television

production. agency's own budget. It therefore has to balance Athabasca's

demands against those of all the other agencies requiring television productio

resources." Goodenough (1978) has pointed out that although there was a generou

agreement between the Free Univarsity of Iran and National Iranian Radio and

Television for all:FUI's programmes to be produced. by NAT, there was no

cash.bUdgettransfer between the two organisations. It is perhaps not

62



Surprising

from NU

fatilit

then that FUI haund tf very difficult to get practical co-operation

T--In te of producers liaising with FUIss course teams, and productie

being available at the time they were-needed. Goodwill', of Courts_

s eisenttal, but when the chips are down, and broadcasters are faced with,
.

a conflict of priorities, the obligations that result from a financial

arrangiment'have to be taken very seriously. Countries' where less importance,
. .

. . .

IsAiluitn to market considerations need to develop other mechinisms to enable

conflicts of priorities to be resolved in ways that do not leave distance
,

learningisysteos always at the bottom of broadcasteri priority lists.r

d. Working with Producers

The most difficult Problem with regard to planning and management of .

production is to find satisfactory ways for producers and academics to wOrk-

togWther in a creative, and constructive manner, so that acadeMics feel they,

are getting the programmes they Want, and producers feel that they are

able to be.creative and to exploit fully the potential Of television or
radio.

A

The most well-known stratigy for doing this is-the Open University's,

concept of course team, in which BBC producers are full and'equat members

(see,Rates,'10751 for a full description of how programme content and style

pre controlled -at the Open,University).- Although 'NFU, Norway
- is planning,

a sim model; for those courses which will have a broadcast(ng component, \

it sis Perhapssurprising that amongst the other institutions in the study,

there were few %Aare producers worked as closely alongside academics from

the very beginnig.of course construction, as equals in a team, At Everyman's

for instance, producers are called in to work with a team, If during course

construction, the academics decide that the course needs broadcasts. There

was criticism from NURT, Poland, of academics providing materials very

late for production, and in several Institutions,. It did not appear uncommon

for broadcast prOduction staff to -be called in only when all units are

Mgr 1 t t en 763' .Y44.1-



Under -such circueetenCes, it is not surprising that the full potential of the

miidiumi is not exploited. Perhaps more importantly, such .arrangements do
.

not allow the subject sPeCialistitaff to become Involved in programme

planning, so they have no chance of learning or understanding how to use

al

the medt...better:

At .the same time; thi Open University course team model has, certain

requirements which are often difficult to replicate in other institutions.

"I I

Producers must have a reduced production load, to alloW them

L

time, to attend.meesiAgs and read.alldraftt of written materials.

Coneequently,'Open University producers have a load of only ,6

television.and 10-12 radio progrtmmes on average.

11. Producers are allocated at an early stage to

in turn requires allocation of television or

at an early stage - usually.at the beginning

course teams (which

radio programmes to coureis

of course design).

4-

111. There must be time and a willingness on the academic's side to
- ,

work on television and, radio production activities, and to consider

sometimes unfamilior Ideas from producers about how the subject could

be' taught.

iv Producers must have a good grasp of the subject material, and a

willingness to incorporate academics' ideas into the programmes.--

v. There must be roughly equal status between producers and academics,

and both producers and academics must be willing to abide by group

'decisioni.

,Even at the Opin Universit, it is often difficult to meet or abide by

thes. requirements. Also, aeardsley, (1975), on'the basis of his experience

4



at tile Free Unl Varsity of i tan, questioned whether the Open University

course team idea Is'eaportable, in'prectice.

"The well-khol010dividustiem of Iranians-and their manifest

diffIcultIti in co-operittng with...one other-light mokel\g,.
o

possible tolmOlamentfulli the course, team'appOich.". '40\

it is difficult to iei,hoWeVer how 'Object specialists will ever

.appreciate the teaching potehtial of television.or radio unless they

are fircetbyjhe,worAing_ehvironment to 'come into `close and regular

contact with producers and broaddest.meterials. Providing that kind of

working or-environmental fiamework, with all the necessary support. such,

as adequate tiles, limited and selective use of television and radio,

and initial training of subject specialists in the use of media, could.

`be'sein as a major responsibility for planners and:managers in distend*

learning Systems. The alternative = as practiced in particular, by the

speller.institutions such as'Everpeen's and 'Athabasca - has been to,plai,

down very much the role of broadcasting, to depend more on other media. °1,'

Advance Production Planning and Scheduling

lag

Reiourccellocations.are/of.tWo kinds. One is a decision-about the overall

levels of production and transmission how many programmes should be made so

year? The other is a decision about how many 'programmes an individual course',

should get, 'Two distinctly_ different models of allocation of broadcast resour

are apparent In the nine thstitutions. One is based on.thevery early allocat

of resources; the oiherTs based on the allocation off resources as the needs-

arts*, at a later -stage in Coursisdevelopment..
11.

Those organisations which mski,early allocations set an overall production
. _



.target Ise even two years to Seance, then dec
r

nay programs

course will get, usually before the curse. has been designed to.any.Aktent. The
u , .

. t . - '

other organisations, however, first of decide many Progrimmera course
.

-

needs,as the course is being disignad; pr even 11 sOpeceses, after the units
.

, /

have been written, and the sup °tall thAse deCiiions sets the overall production

.- .

level iorthA year. It:couldthere#ore not be until end ofthe yetr that
,- , . . . ,

. .

. . ... .

- the full Production load d 4s known. These two models are of course extreme',

nevertheless,, some organisations, such as the Open University, clearly. go
-

,

early allocations, while others, such as Evorymen., and_Athabasca. Clearly-

prefer to determine production loadi as a result of clear demand during course

design. NFU, Norway.has an 'ingenious-system which Appears to be somewhere

`between the two. keg-project team Investigates the need; for broadcasts.(and

for other' media), and then recommends in allocation. .ThGaCtual project team

then works with thilr allocation.

. ,,

-______1_4.OUnerall,broing organisations. or internal produCtion departmints prefer

early allocation decisions. They like to. know well in advance how many-
, . . .

,,
programmes overall will lie requirAd, so that they call staff up and provide '

regularemployment, smooth production loads evenly over the year, and make

full use of studio resources. It Allows:supPort services such as graphic

designers time to prepare work, and-it allows prodUceis to be allocated and
0

.attached to a course,right from thebeginning, so that the course requitement:

can be better unde-ritood, And so,the producer can have an influence on the

use of 'television and radio' in the 'Course.

t

Genitally, academies intensely dislike early allocations of resources. They,

\ a7e asked (if they are asked at all) to make decisions about how broadcasting, .

fts

should be used on a course - or at least how much broadcasting will be required

before they have even Considered fully the contents of the course. Having been.
-

allocated broadcasting resources, they 'end themselves faced with schedules .

.1 .

,

fro broadcasters which can leave them having to meke.a programme, whether,

1
I , , .. .

or not they feel .therois a need for a programme at that point.in the course.

...

6;'.21.1ionteVer.. tf_telivilletuar_redle_efe_lo_bv_irked___InenelvelY endzeffectiveii; _
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making.can be avoided. 'Consoquentlycourse production slhodules will mid to
tilts this into account. it then becomes very Impertint to ensure that tele4ision

_

radlO'and print production schedules are carefully synchronised, to ensure that

development of each medium can eakediace.at the same time. There is clear
evidence fromo the Open University that a characteristic of courses white have.. .

.. used television very successfully, such as the Maths and Scienci foundation.
:courses (14101 and sioi), is that they Nave made sure that proJuction

material closely 1 inkedto
. .-

autiriala, so that thails., parts which wire

gegtduction of related .progranie

carried *television made__

speFificuse of the characteristics Ortelevisionb but Were directly
.

. .L

iA

relivant to, ant an ntegrated part of,. the cor4r.espon11,4e text. .

Producing course material in thie.wey.' has -,In fait meailt that academic
. . ...

. ..t .. . r I
staff, have been. much more involved In .11.4 cirodurredn got televisionevi s ion

.. , 41. .
1 1 t

miter's', and indeed:hive had much ti titer dentkel otier.contents, without .
1c,.t

. ..,. . '. -> A 1
in any way restricting- the: crest I vti ty ndjn of- t.producers.

. .. ..... , .i

f.,,Newor-Adeated Material - 44: " : \ :1:., .. '.. t ... . .

. .
A. * '

* ''.* . . A
t

;

. , .. A ' i.. '
Decease of thehigh cost of producing' their own broidcift

.,,
material , several

,._ . .._ . -. .

"Ci' the 1 nst 1 tUt ions tAttiabasoa, Evirymin ' s;Maur1 t I us and probably NFU,
. -. I- ., ; sf: No' .

. N.Orivay),:rely hea0F1y,on buying in material from other .ources and
. .

adaiptin icttl,.thii 1 own. needs,- This policy seems to. work very

iticiessfully where I t.N.as been tried.. :For- instance, .,Eyitiyman's
- .

.:transketes.stienee progiammes pivducieels'ewilere into Megrixt,,tand

often "is-wimp:hey! beiu0ht--(H film IIMIte r 1 a I with an IntroductorY and
, N.

cocci lid 1 ng. pane I: d 1 ieuis Ione to Ova the material, added relevance.
.' . :: - .:

Atthough at Everymen's academica'poIliecIde is ilipy are producing the
. . . .- ,,course whether or not they wish.tp_use television, before course design

. ,.
,*

,... ., . .. . - ..,
begins, they are shovan as many existing,brogrimmes as posilble. One

-. ,
i

.
.person s,employed full-time to,Idintify sand Order relevant programme

... . , .. .materiel,: 111

rAuand: nr.aducars ea 1 Al that It is
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ilium that th6 p tion faciliti and staffing are already available)

to produce from.scratch as to buy in and edit previously made programme
t

materlal.' I
I

Certainly, for institutions not already. heavily committed to their own

production facilities, therd does.seem to be advantages, in,terms of

flexibility aswell as cost, in buying. in materials. However, to enable

such arrangements to Work, there needy to be an affective cataloguingsand

. ordering system, and in many countries, international mell and customs

-04gulations,Anot to mention copyright difficulties would mice such

arrangements very slow ond:cumbersome.

I.

g. Imps illations for Training_ and Research

Many of the comments made in motion 4 with re rd to the educatIonil

functions of audio.viimil medli reiata also to the production of

broadcast materials, particularly with regard to,improving communication

between:producirs and,academics. in point of feet, the advantagesof

external or internal production, the most appropriate working relationship

between producers and subject'specialists, the advantages and disadvantages

of early decision: about the allocation of production resources tp course.

tear, or of using new oradapted.materials, again will depend very mufh

on ;!'local" rather tham"generalli faciOrs,tor what is,practically possible
.

within the environment in,which the distance learning institution will operatt.

Nevertheless, it is important that planners and managers are'aware of the

options available, and the advantage,: and disadvantages attached to-the

various options. There also seem to ba some principles regarding'

production of broadcast materials for distance learning materials which

do seem to be Common across a number of institutions, but which are not

always followed:

O



or at least script-writers) must,

ils, Subject *Pails' ists subject specialists

akie_t 'have-.tiiii-to talSe with. prOducers: This has implications

tit.111,,P,Orind'cOsts. It should certainly be borne in mind

whiliddettliMilnirg:the number 0,

Sir (pt,it or producer ill

art10,4r,0411'- to- foss 046

programmes b year for which a

be responsible. It will almost

if they' were working in or for

e,geoirel''hriedcastleg, orionisation.

Levilla prCoramme production should, be detfrmined by the

number of producers realistically ,available, and the nymber.e4

programies.-they calnl make; allowing for the time needed In (1)

_Thm*relationship of programme to texts wadi o'be clearly

thought,odt before: course production begins. tither the ro44.

of .bromdceati need* to be clear In advance, so that relevant

programming can be made as the course _progresses, or the content

o'f'broadiasis myst 'be known before units are written. Scheduling

of productioni,b4wien broadcasts and texts needs to be carefully.

s A

co-ordinated, so that courses fl t, together.

4141:this dipendson good communication between producors'and

subject speilaiIsts. This needs to be made possible by the

organisational structure ofthe distance turning institute.

-so: -this' broadcasters,- or 'those_ responsible for brOadcaits'-. ire

subjeCt-MPetfleti.sti work naturally together...

liori4001440(donikt6 enable better interchange of material

not tut one inalogUtng systems are

a ',..tkaAraac;..4--.



Whether_ or not th.s. conditions can, be met vt11.1 be very much determined

by the kind of decisions mode by those that set up and menage distance

learning institutions.
r



_7. WON-BROADCAIT-AUDIO-VISUAL MEDIA

The Neve .to NOnDreadcast Audio-Vieual -Media

The paper So-tar has Cocentrated On.'broadcast media, because all the

twelve institutions use or pleO to use either teleilsion or radio or

With, and beCause in all institutions broadcasting seems to cause major
I

Planning and management difficulties for distend's leaping systems. It

is quite'clear-thoUghthat many distance learning institutions are

increasingly using non-broadcast audio-visual media.

--

The reasons for ihti are clearly stated by Dr Ahmadi, the Chancellor of
a

the Free University. of Iran:

I I
there has been a marked redirection of interest.from so-

called 'big mocha' to 'little media.' Little media' are proving

to be as, -if not more, effective than 'big media' in many respects.

They are less e;ipensive and complicated to produce and use, -and they

are educationally effective for many learning tasks that traditional!

have been ascribed to Abtg media.'-

quoted by Goodenough, losk

In additloe, new technological developments, particularly in micro-
.

procesaing, suggest that 'the range and sophistication of low-cost non-broadcalt,

-audiovisuar medials itIceiV to increase rapidly in the future. Not only*

such deVelopments raise planning and management issues In their own right, but
.

they, also,, have impliCationsfor the use of broadcasting, in distance learning

systems.

AUdioCaiiittes'
r -

Audiod.tassetteshavi paved to 6e the Liam "new" development in torching

IVerstty. In 1$74,, there were only,oneoor two courses



using audio cassettes.. By 1981. the University will be offering 196 hours

of cassette material, equivalent in playing time to 588 radio programmes.,

There are several reasons for the yrowing popularity of audio-cassettes

at the Open Univeristy:

1. Academic staff like them. it is easier for them to integrate

,

cassettes as they design'the print material. They can take a tape-
,

recorder, and use it as they produce,written -drafts. //This, gives the

academic more control in .the development of the materials than he'has

when using radro. Radio scripts tend to get written separately and

have to stand "on.their own."

2, Educational technologists like them. 'Cassettes haVe strong, pedagogic,

features. A cassette can be-stepped and replayed%as many times as-

necessary.A-tiesette allows a student to look and hear at the same

m__ --
time,. thereby allowing his attention to toc directed to specific aspects

" fa

of print or other visual media. Cassettes can be used for the

development of skills and for mastery learning.

Students like them. They are freed from the dependency on set

broadcast times, so that cassettes. can be used when the students want

to use them. Students can have a permanent copy. Cassette players are-

so cheap that students can afford to buy one, if they do not already

own one.

4. The management likes them. Cassettes are easy to produce, to copy

and; to distribute. (They-ire robust enough to be mailed with

correspondence texts, without special packaging.) At the Open

Universiti, for courses with less than 500 students per annum, it

is cheaper to distribute audio- cassettes (which the students keep),

than to pay for, the equivalent mount Of radio transmission time.

72
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However, audiocassettes are a different medium from radio. They are

)

not just a replacement, but actually serve different teaching functions

from"rom radio (sae Appendix 4). In particular, they require different

production, techniques. Although there are advantages in broadcast

producers being involved, to ensure a good technicel recording, and a

good- "production.," the most effective cassette production styli is

radicilly:different_from:that of a radio programme, and broadcast
. _

produCirs-need-to learn these techniques as much as the academics. There

is certainly therefore. need for,_training materials directed at.both'

academics and producers: Using a wide variety of examplei, the Open

University has designed an audio-vision training package, which discusses_

good and bad practice in the design of audio-cassettes.

Video-Cassettes

Where video-cassettes have been used in distance learning institutions, .

they have been popular, particularly in Athabasca., However, the main

disadvantage of video-cassettes is that they have to be used at local

centres. Also, If a large quantity of programmes has to be distributed

on video - cassettes, costs become very high. Video-cassette produCtion

also needs a different style fmn'broadcast production, but because

video cassettes, being used primarily in Centres, are more likely to be

used in groups'than audio-cassettes, there is less scope for intensive

individual use in the same way as audio-cassettes. On the other hand,

group use of video cassettes enables students to draw out much more from

the programmes than if students were watching programmes.individually.

If distance learning systems can collaborate with local institutions

which already own,vldeo replay-equipment, costs can be kept down

considerably.,'HoweVerg this,reqUiret good Contacts at a local level.



'Telephone Teachint

Telephone_. teaching is used extensively in four of the twelve Institutions

and,is proving to be popular both with tutors and students. There are

nevertheless, still many problems. Several of the institutions in-the

study-did not have a telephone system widespreWenough or reliable enough

to be usefu. %%;.g. Tanzania). Even where there is good national cOverage,,

line oruality Is often a problem. In some countries (e.g. Norway), it is

prohibitively expensive because of problems of distance. it is also clear

that siecial skills from tutors, and discipline from students, are required,

particularly where teleconferencing (connecting up several students and a

tutor simultaneously) is used. This again_li an area where careful costing

Is necessary, particularly since telephone charges can easily be "lost" in

other budgets, but nevertheless contribute a real cost to the institute.

Possible Future Developments

Several new developments also-offer_considerable potential for distance

learning. Cyclops, an Open University invention, elbows for visual as well as .

aural signals to be transmitted through the telephone system, or recorded

on to (stereo). Audio cassettes. The sound and vision can be-displayed through-

a.etandard television set. Viewdata allows access to unlimited information

through connecting the telephone and a television set. It also offers the

possibility of home.based, computer aided instruction.

tt
jplications for Reiearch and Training

.These developments have considerable implications for planning and

management in distance learning institutions.

Witirthe range of media rapidly increasing, how do distance learning

I

:institutions decide whether or not to make certain media available? In most

Cases this require careful -pre- Analysis of the costs and Of the teachinv

4-
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4.6,and administrative implications. It will require Petitions about

investmenp,in hardware or copying facilities, or whether or not to

ta

use external services. -It will require some expert advise, and probably

piloting and pre-testing on selected courses. In most instances; new

media will require the co-operation of regional and local staff.

Proper consultation is essential.

If i distance learning institute is to keep up with new developments in -

technolOgy, it,ieles thit at least five minimum requirements ha4e to be

met:

a. In -house research and development expertise. It has to be someone's

le to keep abreast of new developments to see what the teaching

potential is likely.to.lie,.ho/w such a development would fit in to

the existing system, what the likely-costs and implications -will

be, and to design pilot and evaluative Studies. That person, or

group of people, must have either executive authority, or direct
O

access to those that do.

b. Development money.. It helps to promote development if.there is money-,

not already committed to on-going teaching programmes which can be

set,aside for trying out new media, on pilot courses.

c. Non-broadcast audio-visual technical service. There has to be some

facility independent or free from the demands of regular broadcast
_-

end-print production, cr with spare capacity, which can produce and

copy programme material forr non - broadcast audio-visual media - a ail=

television studio, q sound recording studio, photographic facilitY,-and

video and'audio copying facilities,. This night be located and oven

staffed bye broadcast production unit, but it needs to be

independent of broadcasting requirements; with its own budget.

75
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structurefor'decision-mekin . Someone, or some

-coiSiiites.. has to,haVe power to decide at some point that the new

devilopeentlif, suitable, will become pert of the general teaching

syetem and to pravideledequate resources to allow this to happen.

Once a dicisionof this kind has been made, some department or

groUp has to be respoosibleifor-producing or organising such a

serVites.for dissimination,end for training academics and tutors

in its use, etc.

e. ,Job flexibility. Who will "produce" the new media? These new

-technological dmielcipments make it all the more important to train,

multi-media educational communicators. Some would argue that

broadcasting is already over -professionalised. One of the real

advantages of non- broadcast audio - visual media the control subject-
,

specialists can have over-the production of materials.' However,

even these new media require skills in communication as well as

subject expertise. Where broadcasters are already closely

Integrated with an institution - such as the Open University - it

may be possible far people trained as broadCasters to be further
- z

trained in the use of non-broadcast audto-visual media. Where

broadcasters are completely separate,'however, the role of the

internal educational technologist becomes increasingly important.

It is 144h-easier forthis-person to take on the role of a maiti-

medie_CoHumaniceior,, because he-or she has no particular! priori,
O

_.-

conisttbiant:to_anyi4fUi4-'

Non-broadcast audio -visual sidle present partiCular challenges to distance

-tearning:isitttutlens in developing- countries. .Non-broadcast audio-visual

iacLisAutiiIiata.:,ira;:tittALzmitntainzatadakarlads- they cart,be_ _
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,designed in-houie,. without being dependent on other agencies or

Ministries, and they may turn out to. be very much cheaper than

broadcasting. However,, there are four ,particular disadvantages:

e. New developments, particularly those heavily dependent on

micro-procetabr technology; are likely to b. developed and

(at leastlaitially)senufactured indevelopeicountriss.

There will therefore probably be heavy import taxes on the

goods:. What is cheap in Japan, Europe and North America will

not necessarily be cheap in Pakistan, Costa Rica or Neurbtius.

For instance, while an audio - cassette machine can now be bought

in Britain for as little as US $25, the cost in Pakistan is

US $120,-due to import duties.. Thus individual ownership \ -

,-,.,'' . .

of audio cassette machines is widespread in developed countries,

.A! ,

.

____and very limited in under -developed-Countries.

b. With the rapid development in micro-processor technology_

distance learning institutions in developing countries-need

to be_will -informed. it is easy to make costly investment

mistake: in this field. There is need to share knowledge and.
4

experience in this field, particularly between distance learning

institutions indeveloping countries.

c. There Amy possibly be greater, initial/ user resistance to new

developments in developing countries. msotho reported students

use of audiOCassettei as being.half -hearted. There is certainly
,

likely-to be.less familiarity with new technology in developed

countriesvalthough this initial resistance.msy quickly

wry
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beciuslisUChOquiPment will-not be owned so generally by

.individuals as radio lend possibly television), it will require

provision in local centres, thereby increasing costs to the.

institution, Increasing the difficulties of maintenance and

security, and putting more pressure on students to attend

local Centres.

It is clear_then that new developments in non broadcast audio-visual

podia will need to be_particuierly carefully examined in distance learning

institutions. -Here the need for training and research is vary clear.

'The educational and cost advantages and disadvantages, the practical

feasibility, and the, administrative and organisational iliquirements of
i

non-broadcast audio-visual media all need to be explored by all distance

learning institutions, but particularly by those in develisping countries.



Why iii :cuss Costs?

COSTS AMO costimas

At one stage, it was thought-that_this topic would not be worth

discussing, for several reasons.4 Comparing costs between different

institutions In widely different economic systems, with differing

Id4oleglet regarding costs, is a pretty meaningless exercise. Secondly;

there is 'an extensive literature on the costs of educational media (see

for instance Jamison et al, 1978; special issue of Instructional Science,

Vol. 4,No. 3/k).. Thirdly, there appeared to be very little In common

between the institutions in the way audio-visual media were costed.,

However, It became apparent during the workshop that planners and

managers ofodistance learning institutions were very 'much concerned with
. .

the issue Of the,costs of audio-visual media. They were particularly

concerned at, the difficulty of making realistic estimates of the "real"

costs. of audio-visual-media (particularlybroadcasting), i.e. monies that

came directly out of their budget,

that might be' spent in other ways.

or monies spent on audio-visual media

They were particularly concerned at

the lack of a noherept method of assigning costs between different

activities for which the institution was responsible. It was pointed out

.

that the literature on the cost-effectiveness of educational media

tended to be pitched at a macro-economic level. What planners and

mansgerOwithin a distance- system required was a better understanding

of the micro-economics of distance learning systems, i.e. how they could

handle most affk- vely and most accountably their own internal budgets.,

and in particular how to know whether or not they were getting value for the

money their institution was spending on audio-visual media.

0

The Methods of Costing within.the 12 institutions

In no area is there greater variety,. Table 2'(next page) ets out the basic

facts for the eight institutions which provided information in a comparable
.

AM0040.,, '79



Table Costs for Audio-VitualAidia in 12 Distance Learning Institutions

- All 'costs converted to. US.S (rounded to nearest 1000)

..N/a . not applicable (I.e. medium not- used)
C

,,,V production .

transmission

',Nadia production.

transmretslan

Aud
production

e

distribution

TOTAL A/V COSTS

total costs
.

\ "42

82,000

58,60

13,00?

77,606

N/a 20,000

N/a NI1

'
230,000 '85,000

10% - 2%.

15,000 .

440,000

10,000

N1 I.

T.

0
0.

4E1

8

0

C

3

3-

N/a

N/a

N/a

N/a

51,000,

Nil

1,000 23,000 (See TV)

Ni 1 Nil NI 1

N/a

N/a

9,000 N/a

600 N/a

( 500 .)
( )
( minute )

1

(
( ) Ea.

per )
( minute )

C
(

pe5
2.

( r )
)

(cassette) t
1,000 32,600 51,000

2.5% 12% 18i

11,453,000
1,608,000

1,186,000
J43,000

?

200,000

16,490,000*

19%

.t.
C

3,

.5

3s,

75,0049

fa.

65,000

140

3.5t

*includes 0,901,000 overiteads non-attributable directly to production or transmission.



-Anumber of points-arise from Table Z. The first is that (apart from

CTV Merman and NURT, Poland) no institution spent-more than a fifth

of itt budget on'audiomvisuel Nees. Three of the eight institutions

spent less than.:5; of their budgets -on audio-visual media. Secondly

:
. the Opsn4hiversity it clearly every different animal from the, rest.

Even allowing for differences i n manpower and 'equipment costs, the

Open University spends much,mqre on broadcasting than other institutions,

by taieral orders of magnitude. The total budget for ETV MaranligoIs
0

around $5.6 million, including curricultim development and print.costs.

0-11
Thd only other institution likely, to approach the Open University in_.

terms of costs would be N(RT, Wend, but no details wets available.

.Lastly, the anomaly of the.commercial rates charged to Allane ighal,

for radio transmission ens very apparent.

This table, however, hides the enormous variety in thews= in which

audio-visual media are costed. There are basically four ways Un which

broadcasting can be' costed, as far'as a distance learning institute is

.concerned:

a. Zero colt. in this case, the service is provided free of charge

by the. broadcasting organisation. Not sufprisingly, no organisati

received all -its services from a broadcasting organisatIon,'entir,1
t,

free of charge. Only one of the eight (Athabasca) was able to

use television production facilities free of charge, although-

Meur4tius and Costa Rica received fide transmission time. No

init!tution received free radio production facilities, but

several (Athabasca, Tanzania, Lesotho and Costa Rica) received.,

free:radio transmission facilities.

0

82
. 141roinal.Casts. in=lhis case, while the full costs of a servite:



, , . ,

-etc.,,, are not,charged, some other c argels made, often the

."rcials additional -Ost to the broadcasting service (materials,
'

,filleS,01ectriCiiiiietc.)-of prOviding the extra service.

Maeritius:lor instance, paid $1400:for each television programme
4 , .,, , . , . .- :-_:,,

. ,
.

,
recorded. (1,4144,4itaAlca probably is also paying marginal.

costs EVeriman's puts some of its programmes out to tender

to various prdcluction compsnies, so it is possible in some cases

that only marginal, costs (for the production company) were quoted,,,

in order to obtain the work.. The Open University pays marginal

costs 'for tilmiltion and radio transmissions.

. Full costs. Where, payment is _made to a broadcasting Organisation,

F.

fs

costs might include at least a contribution to the wide range of

services, provided within a broadcasting organisation, such as

copyright,' legii-services, access-to film or sound archives, etc.,

and wili aiMost certainly include the overheads involved in
,

. ,

,providing prOdUction facilities (staff costs, equipment costs,
-

studio facilitieS,'rent etc.) Aflame lqbal (for television),11FU,

Odrifty, and.th Open University,are paying full costs to their

'broadcaiOng.organisations. Alternatively, an institution will

L' be.reSponsible,for its own production (and 'sometimes distribution),
1.;

,.. . ,
,. ..

and Witt have to cover -the full costs from its overall budget.,

'eiiiiiiii*ASO was in thia:'pOs'ition for both television production
'-' -. -."' - -::'- . . .

, ,

and transmission, and Allamalqbal, Athabasca, Everyman's,Tanzanie).

,andii.esettai.*Oie in this position regarding radio Production.

lierkiat coal:,. Thiso.are,thacosts any institution, organiser, or

*4ti 00L. have to:pay to use a transmission facility at a

,

.thik,:keeitionfoperateS on a purely cgoirrcial

et



. The only institution of the twelve in this unfort nate position
..c ... .

-
-...

is: Allams iqbail, regarding radio transm-sion.
. . . . .4 4

there_ seems to be no apparent underlying reason for.these wide variations

in costing practice. Each-case appears to be 'a result of) very local

circumstances. Part of the variation is obviously due to) the relationship

with die local' broadcasting organisation. However, comet rcial stations

can, be just as "generous" as state broadcasting organise ions. Thus in some

'wayi distance learning institutions are dependent on oth r agencies, such

as the broadcasting organisation, for determining their budgets. f However,

- in 'Seib cases, the broadcasting budgets are more visibl and "known".

within an* Institution (because Of the relationship with an external,

broadcasting orgapisation) than other budgets. For intance, costs of

telephone teaching can be more easily "hidden" under other headings.

I

.Part of the problem is clearly the difficulty of knowing what to count

-', 'z

as a costld For instance, the Open UnitLersity is sup sed to pay the full.
.

. I ,
. A

I ,

costs of
1

broadcasting. Around 80% of its budget to he tin can be

_classifild as "overheads' or fixed. costs - costs whic must be paid,
.. .

...

irrespective of how many programmes are made. This, s., because staff have

been recruited and, facilities provided specially fo the Open University!S

/ . .

operations. Once this kind of-arrangement is enter/ d into, the

University's room fro Manw;. euVre is limited. With early 80% of the budget
0

tfedifup with fixed costs, reducing production ley is will not lead to

/
much in the way of savings, and will in fact ,subs antially increase the

aVerage.unit costs of IhoSe programmes that are p oduced.

However, the ()Pen University 1,s unique among the twelve organisations in

terms of the size of-its output and the size of its budget devoted to

broadcasting::; Where distance learning institutions are .requi ring a
,

*miler ,Outputodhich ;can be net free any spare capacity or from a

5-6144.444a ix c t them-



.: to pay for services on the basis of full costs.

In practice though,.paticulrly where there are monopoly arrangementi,
- ,

distance learning institutions are very much dependent on the good-will

of the broadcasting organisations in obtaining production or transmission

facilities, and therefore have little influence in determining the basis'

Of costing.. It is therefore important, particularly for, those planning .

new distance learning institutions, to be aware of the wide variety

ti of 'possible costing arrangements, so that in negctiationS with.

1

broadcasting organisations, an.arrangement appropriate to the particular.
.'

situationscan be agreed. There is clearly more- than one example where

a distance Iwning institution is paying through the nose for its -

, broadcasting facilities. it is equally clear that one or,two distance
t

learning institutions are getting a very good deal indeed.

Final y, while there are numerous case-studies which provide a global

anayqs of the costs of individual distance learning systems, there are

virtually no studies which attenpt to provide managers within institutions

with costing models based on monies which are within their powers to move
g .

'from one area of activity to another. For Instance, it is no help to an

internal manager to be provided with a cost model which teirs him that

firOadtast transmission costs Sx million;'when the service is provided

free to his institution. Similarly it is no-good telling a distance

learning institution that it -can save Ex million by reducing production

,levels When 80% of the costs are fixed.

What managers would like to know is how much it would cost (or save) to

distribute a certain number of programmes on cassettes rather than make
,

radio programmes, and what the effect would be c the number of students

A
likely to use them, and their relative educational effectiveness. In

. otheriwOrdi, what are the relative cOsts.and'educatiopal advantages of

618 changes, .lit relatively fixed systems? Some examples of'how to
k



-miaiuri ''itch costs and the effects on student usage, with a description

of adisinistrative implications, mnd any. information on relative

eduCatfonal effectivenesi, would be of considerable practical help.

et

0



FEEDBACK, INSTITUTIONAL RESEARCH AND EVALUATION

'The Use of Feedback in the Nine institutions

Th4 terms}"feedback," "institutional research" and "evaluation!' are used

in this section in three specific and different senses. Feedback refers

to information fed back from students and tutors about the teaching

materials, or-the teaching system in general. It might be informal,

through meeting students, or it may be more organised, such as information

collected, by questionnaire from a representative sample of students.

Institutional research is concerned with a wide range of systematic

attempts to find out how to impnve distance teaching within the

institution: Systematic (as distinct fro informal) feedback is

important for institutional research, but institutional research is

concerned with other aspects as well, such as possible new developments

or the identification of more general principles, which might be applied to

:new course design. in other words, it attempti to be more scientific.

Evaluation refers to any attempt to pas Judgement on the quality of

materials or on policy and management decisions, or on adMinistfative

proceoures. Thus sending out materials for comment by external assessors

would constitute evaluation, but not necessarily insti.tutional

research. Viewing and listenfngjigu es would constitute feedback and
O

institutional research; but not necessarily evaluation; unless some.

conclusions were drawn about the programmes. as a result. -Talking'to a
1

students at a party might b# feedback,, but it would not be institutional'

researchipnor need it be evaluation.

Feedback is the eyes and earl of management: it is generally recognised°

in distance.learning: institutions that feedback needs to be systematically_

opganised (ihwhich case it becomes part of institutional research),

.

because there is little or no direct contact between course designers
4

oint041,4nogiirs on thigi-one ,,band,,, and students and tutors on the of



Although thejmportance of systematic feedback is recognised few of the

twelve institutions have organised to any extent regular systematic

Jetalback specifically on the audio-visual components, and hardly any

hai.a programme of institutional research in this area.

it is not surprising, perhaps, that the major institutional research activity

is at the fen University, With an annual bill froM the, BBC cf £7.5 million

(U.S $17.5 million) for brbaticasting alone, it lenot difficult to justify

further expene.tpre on a "core" group of four full-time researchers concerne"

solely with institutional research into audio-visual media. The value of

,

such work, however, for the planhing and management ofaudio-visuarmedia can

be seen from the work of this group.

At the end of each academic year, the group carries out a student survey

of all new courses (or courses where major changes in broadcasting have occure

The survey collects information about viewing and listening figures, students'

use of other media, students' ratings of the helpfulness of different media,

and student access to media. The survey data are used for several purposes:

1. to measure the effect of broadcast policy decisions (such as"the

removal of repeats);

2. to identify the quality of transmissibn.times, for negotiations with

the BBC over air time;

3. to Identify subject areas where brbadcasting°has proved itself

to be consistently useful - or consistently of low value - in

order to help the University's Broadcast Sub-Committee to decide

on the number of programmes to be allocated to -courses in

. ,

different. subject areas;



4. to help decide or -the allocation of transmission times to the various

courses;

to provide faculties and senior BBC producers with information on
0. _ C o

the.comparative reactions'totelevision and radio on courses in the

same faculty, from which sometimes deductions can be made about .

sUcceiifu)_strategies for television and radio;

6. to observe trends over several years in students' use of and reactions

to different media;
e

p
to predict, likely future problems and difficulties (04. the likely

Reed for either increased transmission times or a video-replay facility-

in.three or four years time)

8. to provide reliable information on the use and value of broad-

casting when providingevidence to government commissions or negotie-
,

ting with Ministry of Education;

9. to provide.reliable empirical data on the value of broadcasting

in relation to other media, when deciding on resource allocation

within the University-.

As well as the broadcast survey, the group also carries out in-depth

research into indWidual programmes to identify student learning difficulties,

fd,

the relativeceffectiveness of 'different uses of television and.radio, and ways

to make certaJn.kinds of programming more effective._ This work is done with
.

individual produCti's and course teams, in en attempt to help producers and

Academics iMproVe their Use of broadcasting on future courses, Thii year, as

-in experiment, all courses are being reviewed after their first year of

presentation, to see whether any components could be.dropped altogether, or

*bother with some modifications the planned course life could be extended.
_

The research group collates all the data on broadcasting on that course for
,

b.1!-01!.1...,_uplyer%!
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carry out specific studies, particularly

piloting, new media developments, such as

O

with regard to evaluating or

video cassettes or Cyclops.

Such an extensive research programme specifically on audio- visual media

can only be justified when resources are used on audio-visual media on,

0

the scale of the Open University (although it may be worth noting that

even the OU's research team is quite small - four academic research staff).

Nevertheless, most of the other eleven institutions had made some efforts

at systematic evaluation. Seven of the twelve institutions currently

hid staff employed on.institutional research activities.

(Aflame lqbal, Athabasca, EveryMan'SMaranao, Lesotho, NFU Norway,

Open University). Mauritius did have a full-time researcher, but this

post has now lapsed. In most of the cases where there are full-time

researchers, the research team obtained student feedback on courses in

general and these enquifies would. include questions on the media (such

as the suitability of the. transmission times!:

Two institutiona (Allamalqbal and Lesotho) regularly pre-tested audio-

visual materials before transmission and both claimed this led to

substantial amendments to the programmes. Two others (Everyman's and the

Open University) have on occasions pre-tested audio-visual materiali. Althoug
J.

it does not use pre-testing on a large scale, the Open University research

team is committed to formative evaluation, by conducting research on

exisitng programmes, the results of which can be fed into the design .

of new courses. Costs Rica, SLiDE, with regard to'cassettes, Everyman's,
L.

Allama lqbal and the Open University also have a system of pre-viewing

programme material by subject experts and/or educational technologists

before transmission, to ensUrelthai the material is appropriate:

;Although Athabasca's formal research pro§ramme has concentrated on a

survey of all students on courses in thefirst two years, contact between

so
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1.

tutors and students is closet and because of the small scale of the

system, it is easy to get informal feedback froM tutors, Although

Mauritius no longer has a full time evaluation person, it does, obtain

some evaluative information from its records office and from audience

responses, via,quiz programmes, etc. Similarly, ETV Maranig relies on

feedback from the monitors, and from examination results, which are

analysed by its curriculum development team.

In a number of institutions., single "once-off" studies had been carried

out. Research carried out.by the Polish Institute for Teacher Training,

-found that.NURT's materials were extensively used by teachers. A detailed

economic. analysis of the ETV MaranI(o project has been carried out

(Arena and others, 1,977) which showed that enrolments and per,formance

In the ETV system were better than-for conventional schooling in the

area at Tower cost. An evaluation of the Epglish programmes for IAE,
4 4

Tanzania, found that the programmes were found very helpful by the

studenti, but identified difficulties-with reception and finding suitable

times. As a result of the evaluation, the language level was modified

and an introductory' course was added. A research study carried out by

the Lesotho Distance Teaching Centre found that fewer than 15% of the

target audience were regular listeners, that radio was not.a cost-
O

effective support service for these students, and that there was no

correlation between listening and actual progress. As a result, it was

recommended that programmes for agriculture, book-keeping and mathematics

should be dropped and that approaches should be made to the Rural Education

Section of the possibility of inc;easing non-formal broadcasting.

Organising Feedback and Research

It can be seen that feedback and institutional research can be extremely

.vilUable aids to planning and management, even - or especially - in
2

distance learning institutions in developing countries. The separation
91
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of the course designers from the students, geographically in all

countries, and socially and educationally in many, makes it essentW

to organise regular and systematic feedback. For most institutions,

it is easier .to combine research on'audio-visual media with general °

course feedback. Also, because of the wide differences between each

distance learning institution and the environments in.which they work,

it is essential for each institution to develop its own system of

institutional research. It would be extremely dangerous to try to

generalise research findings from one or even several distance learning

institutions to others working in a unique way In a unique environmeni:

Although a majority of institutions have their own research and evaluation

staff., they are few in number, isolated from the work of similar people

in othernstitutioni, and are working in a very new field, often with a

good deal of suspicion and hostility from academics within their own

institution. Internal on-going evaluative research within fecomplex

organisation is very different from the large-scale, external evaluations

often carried out by international or aid agencies. It requires different

skills, and a different organisational framework.

° Several of the institutions also reported difficulties in ensuring that

evaluative research was carried out, or once established continued: Thii

was particularly difficult indevelOping countries. Mauritius,had found

It difficult to find the right kind of person to replace tide evaluator

who left. Contracted evaluators from Universities or from overseas were

too expensive and did not usually understand the problems. They also

tended to work on too short alme scale to follow through the findings

into action, in terms of,improved programming and policy dedisions.
.

Under financial pressure, evaluation often disappears, and none of the

:-,

institutions (mit
/
even'ine Open University) had been able to provide/ ,

32. / /
adequate resources to allow evaluative research to investigate the impact...

rilv,iirdtayisoajimidia40arning- and on knowledge gains.
. ,.. . , L. . .... _



leTticatlions for Training and Research

lhere saem to be two clear training needs and one clear research need

in this area. One training need is for planners and managers in distance

learning systems (and perhaps for those responsible for the budgets of

such institutions). They need to be aware of the necessity to provide

adequate resources and manpower for systematic institutional Research

activities, to be aware of the organisational structure required f, or
c

-* such research.to be effective, to be aware of the implications of

evaluative research fOr the system of course design and management within

the institution, to,be aware of the various ways-in which evaluative.

.

research could be organised, so that an approoriate.model.is adopted,

and above all to be aware, by way of examples from existing-distance

learning institutions, of the benefits that systematic evaluative research

can bring.

The second training need is for evaluative researchers themselves. New

researchers require training in the methods and implications of on-going.

internal institutional research. Above all, there is a great for an

interchange of ideas between existing evaluative researchers working in

the various distance learning institutions, about methods of conducting

and organising institutional research so that results can be made more

relevant to improving course design and administration, and research

carried out in such a way that the results will be acted on by academic

and administrative staff. Their isolation needs to be broken down.

The research need is to explore the possibilities of identifying, more

useful models of institutional research in the area of audio-visual media,

somewhere between the specialised, full-time research group at the Open

University. (which l's clearly,,inappropriate to smaller distance learning

institutions), and the lack of a coherent programme for identifying ways

of improving or-developing the use of audio - visual media found, in a

93
number' Of the:1411er Institutions. There are indications that one or



two of the smaller distance learning institutions may have found such a

model, but 'mire information is really needed.

O
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10. TRAINING AND RESEARCH NEEDS

:Training for Whom?

Specific areas of trainin0 and research needs have been spelled out in
, .

the previous sections. It is left, to IIEP to decide whether or not a

Oineral case his been made for takinkinto consideration the planning

and management of audio-visual media in distance leerning systems when
-

drawing up its future work programme. It Is also left to planners and

managers in individual distance learning institutions to decide whether

or not they ought to engage in (welter activity in training in this

area. The aim of this !.ection is to examine how best to provide, training

and researChjn
t

is decided that it is necessary..

First, it seems clear ttat there are two distinct kinds of target groups.

Thefirst are educational planners and managers, Ministry of Education

administrators,,,end broadcasting staff,,who will come across distance

1 education inathe course of their work,.but who will not,be working within

distance learning institutions. Such people may be responsible for

initiating, setting-up,-collaborating with, or implementing new distance

learning ihstitutions,. or, increasingly, will be responsible for
,

budgetary allocations, discussions regarding priorities, overall monitoring,
1

and'day-td-day collaboration.

The second group are the planners and managers within distance learning

Institutions, those responsible for the operation and development of

distance learning_ institutions. It must be remembered that these people

havi-learned their trade the hard way, by experience: Few so-far have
,

hash trained to do this work. indeed, many of those responsible for
. .

decision making in, this are. were preViously "traditional" academics,

° 'With little administrative training or experience, and even less knowledge

of audio - visual media (which may be one reason why they are not used more

trolY



There is much to be sa Wtraining programmes are to be run, for

ensuring that educational planners at a Ministry ley41, broadcasters,

educational technologists, and planners and managers within diStance

learnIng'institutions are brought together for Joint training. However,
4

qt

It will be helpful at this stage to keep these twn groups separate In

discussing trainingand research needs.

Educational Planners and Broadcast Managers

The main aim oi.any training prograMme for this group would be to,

increase their awareness of the . "ique demands and requirements of Ostance

learning institutions.' This can be highlighted by the story

apocryphal) that one distance learning institution each year
j

(no doirbt

has 11s

building plans queried by the Wnistry's architectural departmentibecause

thi d.1.1;:.has omitted

N

to indicate where its lecture theatres are.
c

4

'a In the area of audio-visual media, there are'certain specific features

which need to be high lighted, in particular, a greater awareness of:

= the benefits, limitations, requirements, and costs of using
4

broadcasting (a "de-mystification" of the media)
4.4

- the wide ,range of possible models of distance learning, especially
: . .

.

concerning the different ways media can be produced and distributed

- alternatives to "straight" broadcasting (cassettes, radio-vision

etc;,)

- the unique cost structures of distance learning systems, and the

ways in which costa can be estimated, monitored and ariOysedt,"

96



thereby avoiding the over - professionalism and Organisational problems

caused-in distance learning-systems by three or four different

professions (broadcasters, editors, educationahtechnologists, graphic

designers) from different backgrounds, working on what should-be the

same task, but in practice "pushing" their own medium. this would

require a training programme, which would enable such a person to operate

with confidence. in all these areas.

.Now?

Before diicussing how,'Itwt11,be worth examining whatis already

available in the way of training.' A number of organisations, such as

the.British Council, and the BBC in Britain, already provide training in
-

0

general or educational broadcasting techniques, (although the British

Council course now closing down). These courses-are concerned

primarilywith broadcast production and, engineering. The Asian

Institute for Broadcasting Development tn KualiLum4r, Malaysia,

provides courses for managers and administrators in broadcasting.. The

University oflOndon institute_of Education, in conjunction with the

International Extension College, provides a course on administration

and writing for distance education. The Open University, through its

Centre for International Coroperation and Services used to run courses on

distance education, but thisscentre des now down. UNESCO and

. , . .

other national aid agencies: frequently send foreign consultants to
. ..

developing countries setting up distance, learning, and the

Open University occasionally allows staff (in leave time), to visit

other distance learning institutions, or to receive staff from other

distance learntng.institutions on,attachment,_provided -there are np

cost imolications.for the Open University. One or two universities

(such as University of Massachusetts, and the University.of
.

1:comonettt....0.11:ALSucatioA In their postriaraduate



a

the ImWianCo of ttructural decisions regarding the relationship

between subjectspeciallsts: media produCers, educational

,technologists, and OvoluatiOn staff

,-' the need to ma Special-provision for. in -house 'evaluative .

research.,

it would seem that, given thewidespread and growing use of distance

educition.throughout the world ,a component on distance education

within general educational'planning courses wou10.now seem to be essential,--
In addition, there may need to be a,"special option" or specfic courses

on disiihce education,_ th which.theri would need to be a section specifically

on the planning and manageMint of addlo-Visual media.

Planners and Managers within-Distance Learning institutions

A-specific Course on distance education would be shared, by.general

educational planneri and by planners and managers within distance

learning institutions.. A-section or option concernsd.with audio-visual

media might concentrate on. very_similar area; to the ones outlined above,

but:in more-depth. loaddition,thept would need to be more emphails

on What specific teaching functions different media should be used for

in different kinds of institution.'

' ANtyeed: Instructional Desi9nors1

A more radical proposal' put forward at the workshop-was that there was

;rased to c'reate a new sort of professional communicator in distance

education able tcifiely'ObjeCtively and sensibly the content specialist

loO'colimunlcais:tiis iesiegoSthroughaArlity. of media (broadcast radio/
',-

,TV x. print,h post404?_stte) This person would be a
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programme. There is a Steering Group for an International Institute

of Distance Education, consisting of the heads of 16 distance learning.

institutions, which has tried to raise koney for an international

organisation:, So far it has managed, through members'_subscriptions,

to setup a documentation
centre on.distance.learning, staffed by a

resources officer, but the future of the Institute still looks veryt-
uncertain. Lastly, there have been several international conferences

and workshops in-distance education or aspect? of distance education,

such as the Conference on the Education of Adults at a Distance held

in the Open University'in 1979, and two conferences on the evaluatiOn

of educitionalmedia,One at the Open Univeriity in 1976. and one in

India in 1960.'sliEe also organised a workshop on the training and

research needs for evaluation in educational Madia)in the U.S.A. in

1980. None of the workshop participants though was aware of any coherent

course on'the planning and management of media in distance learning

ns Lit tons_ _current] y available..

What is clearly reciLired is some provision vihich will enable the various

relevant-people to come togethet on a more'systematic basis to exchange

knowledge and experience, and perhapi create "modules' or sections for

a course, and case studies: This would probably need to,be done through

an international agency, such as 11E1'working in conjunction perhapS

with the Steering Committee for an international Institute-for Distance

Educati6n and relevant aid agencies. What would be particularly useful

would bethe creation of modular materials which could be used locally

or regionally in workshops or self-study situations; supported by one or

two consultants. The Open University.already. has sometraining materials

ofthis kind, mainly for internal training purposes, based on Open

-University' experience.. These could form- a: model for_ the creation of

-q01.019.1110teriffile mbro,iultable for other distance-leatninainstItutes.



However it Is organisedeit is clear that there is a need to break

down the isolation of planneri,and managers in distance learning
.

institutions. B-their nature, there are only one or two such

institutions in any one country. An exchange of ideas end personnel
or

In a realistic working situation, and a coming together to discuss

O

common problems (as was demonstrated by this particular exercise), is

urgently needed, despite the unique features of each institution.

Research

It is not so easy to-identify research needs, except in'two areas. One

is the collection and analysis of various models for costing the internal

activities of distance learning institutions (see section 8)

Thiother concerns inter-institutional collaboration. Because of the

'high cost of creating,, distance learning materials, particularly In the,

.audio-visual media area, much could be gained by finding ways to improve

_Inter-'institutionat collabOration in the sharing of information and

learning materials, e.nd possibly co-ptoduction, Research is, required

to analyse needs in these areas and to help divelop and Improve

''information 'systems.

i.
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CONCLUSIONS

It maybe -an exaggeration to say there is a crisis of confidence in the

value of audio-visual media in the twelve organisations, but there are

signs that television and radio in particular are proving to be of less

significance in the teaching systems or more difficult to use successfully

than was originally expected. Athabasca reported:]

.. a

'In the,early days media seemed'modern, sexy and a %geed thing'.

-for an-innovative institution unless help comes soon

our -"use Of"(television) will either die out or become strictly

''public service' in style."

0

Frankly, radio at the Open University plays-a very minor role in the-
,

teaching system (see Bates', 1979, for a discussion of/the reasons for,

this),-and given thi costs, the value of televisiohas been variable;

6 say the least. In most of the institutions in the study, despite
0

their being choien specifically because of their use of audio-visual

media, print hai proved to be the/Main medLum of instruction. Where the

use of audio - visual media seems to be increasing is in non - broadcast,

audio-visual media.

The down-grading of the role of broadcast media could be due, to one of

two reasons. It could be that the inherent nature of broadcasting makes

it difficult to use effectively in distance learning systems. No matter

what one tries, broadcasting cannot be made tOmorkadequately In dittance
. .

learding systems - or so many-other things have to be changed or done

that it is not worth the hassle. An alternative egpianatior is that

-Joroadcasting dan,be valirable, but still not enough is really knoWn about

how to use or organise it to the,fullest effect.

1 01

a perhaps early, y=- to write off broadcasting. To be fair,

4
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a

it has not really been tried to,any great extent in most distance learning

institutions. There is still the'major need to find a variety of ways

of reaching students, and this broadcasting potentially remains a

valuable resource, but it does need to be,properly harnessed. There

are enough examples of the,succeisful use.ofcbroadcaiting to encourage

a search for better ways of-using it in distance learning' systems. Now

can this be done?

O

e

0

S.

1

1. The crucial issue still seems to be how to enable ecademics and,'

subject speciallits who have been largely educated themselves

through print and face-to-face tuition to understant the
.. ,

necessity and the 'potential, of audio - visual media. This seems

to be a major task for planners'and managers.

. 2. Another challenge,farmanagers,and planners within the distance

learning institutions is the rapid development of new

technologies and their impact on broadcasting. :Training in

how to cope with this major development As essential.

Lastly, it is cleerjhat general educational planners are still

often-ignorant of the.speciat needs of distance' learning

organisations,, and particUlarly their needs with,regard to

audio-visual media. This does seem to be an essential

training need.

If the lIEP initiative can help planners and managers in just these

three areas, it will have made a major contribut;on to the development

education.
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*swindle 1

ireaCtitAIIINS INSTITUTIONS USING (04 PkANN1NG TO USE) AUDIO-VISUAL MEDIA

112113111L(etterlaymond

Wedismbiied formal school
systems

2. Conventional teaching
institutions which, as well as
enrolling internal, campus -

,based students.koffer and run'
their-own distance-learning
tourees for externalvoff -*

campus students.

independent.orgehisationt
providing distance tUttion,
either for quaiificaUosis or

tatlãFowardsdon ewer
externally by publicly 2p
recognised examination boards
or universities, or on formal
school curricula, for those
outside the formal school
system.

4,messive, centralised sta te
provision for distance educe--
tion at all levels

--- Nuance Varntne Systems (examples only)

Autonomous institutions
established Solely and

simelfically,for'external
students. andlhavinglormal
responsibility for venation
and accreditation

4

Prlmery ani tecondarrtlevels
Secondary level
Primary level
Primery and middle levels
SetondorV
Socondery (Telesecundaria)
Primary (meths only)
Primary

Tele-.CNAM
University of South Australia
University of Zambia
Meiorlal Univ. St. Johns
NnIverstly of Wisconsin
University of South Pacific
University of Logos

t

Distinct Learning Centre
College 'of the Air

Extension College
Correspondence Courses Unit,
Univ. of Nairobi
National. Extension College,
CEMPAE

Centre National de TOP
Enseignement

Allsme iqbal Open Univ.
'Amhebasca Univ.
Everyman's Univ,
Fernunivorstelt
Open University
S.L. Institute of Distance
'Education (SLIDE)
Univers:dallstetal a Distancia'

(UNED)
Universidad Nacional Abierta

(UNA) ,

Unlyertidad Nacionel de
Education a Diiitindia (LINED)

T411-universitd: Quebec
North Islan4-College, British
Columbia

American Samoa
El Salvador
ivory-coast -
Korea (south)
eereabrp. Brazil
Mexico
Nicaragua
Niger

France
Australia
Zambia
Canada
U.SIA.
Oceania
Nigeria

Lesotho

Kenya'

United Kingdom
Mexico

a

France,

0. 0

Pak Lst

Canada
Israel
West Germany
Uhted Kinedem

Sri Lank,

Costa Rica,

Venezuela

Spain
Canada

Cseadi .

National Television and Radio
University for Teachers (NORT) Poland 4,

Projected Palestine Open Univ. Palestine

Sukhothalthamisthirat . , Thailand

.. University of-the Air
'

Japan

'"'

_ .

Differini orgentsatIOns
collaborating tO:preVido
between them integrated,- multi-
media courses for students
overaiwide area

German Institute of Distance
Educatioi (DIFF)
Norwegian institute of Distance
Education (NFU)
University of Mid-America (UMA)

'ISTART0

West Germany)

lAoLylva

U.S.A.
Sweden

Entente de l'Est Francs

National Univ. ConsortlUo.
Maryland U.S.A.
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1 AefinitiON

Non-formal. 'integreitoO4
autbnomous multi -media schodl
systoles alied at adults,

school leavers; Or school
drop-outs, but sotwoviding
nottossilv reciiiTied formal
oduestionel qualificationt.:,

.

Appendix 1 (cont.)

Mimes Learn!, System, (examples only)

Acci6 Cultural Popular (ACPO)
Adult Literary Campaign
Agricultural Information

- Section
°Lieu:nee Teaching System
Otte Ni Afya (health)

National Literacy Campaign

'institute oft:Adult Education

lienaguzi wake (national
election)
*heti we Furuha
Radio farm forums
'Media farm forums

Telescvole

0
_

No. drinstitutions or projects includad_in litarature survey- (i.e. thou above)ilSS.

4

Colombia
United Kingdom

Nepal
Philippines
Tanzania
Tanzania

Tens/Ants

Tanzania
Tanzania
Chang
India
Italy

of countries with Institutions or-projects included In this study: 40

Other distance liaraing orpanisations not considered

the workshop, (but -some'of which ware in. the

.

for inclusion in

littrqturn search)
.

1. 'Educational broadcasting services .of notional br state broadcasting orgdhisationi;,pr sf .

Ministries of Education, unless serving port of :broader, Integrated, multi -media leaching

system.

2., Community and educational cable television channels: companies or stations.

0

3. Satellit* instructional' elevision ampsriment"(S.I.T.E.)., India (a "once-off" experiment, buil

around testof the technology).

4. 'Ontario Educational ComwUnications Authority-(0ECA), Canada, (primarily an educational brdad

irganisation).

I

4

Children's Television Norksh6p(CTIO, U.S.A. (primarily an education al broadcasting organisatI

. .

6. Agency for instructional Te1'vision (AiT), U.S.A. (prlierily an edutitional television

organisation). .
.

. , ...,

. . . .

7. Chicago College of the Air (primarily an mducationsl television organisation).
. .

.s

0

4

ti
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Appendix 2,

liST OF PARTICIPANTS IN11EP PARIS WORKSHOP

Dr A. ANMADI, ' . .
.

(FOrmet3Chincellor, free University
'of fish), ,

87, North Gate, .

Princes Heath,
°LONDON NAL%
England.

-

Mr.Cirloi Alberto ARCE ALFARO,
Executive Director, . -
Editorial UNED,'Universided Estatal

, .

No. 2 de Plaza Gonzales Vipuei,-
SAN HOSE,
Cala Rica.

Professor JOhn DANIEL,
(formerly Executive Vice-president,
Athabasca University),
Concordia University, .,

1455 de MalsOnnouve Blvd.. West,
MONTREAL; .
,QuSbec;
Gaited*.

Mr Keith HARRY,
Resources-Officer,.
e/o International Institute of
DistancEducation Steering Group,
The 0066 University, .

Walton Hail, ',
MILTON KEYNES; MK7 6AA:
England.

%,

II

Mr,IvOr.'AnselatoHOHN,
pi rector General,.

,F.Undigab Miranhensi.de Televise°,

Edticatjya,-. .

a.

Rua AramndetVieira da Silva,
Sao Lult'd#MarinOlo,
'MARANHAO-if-.

Brazil

Mr. Tony KAYE, ,

. Dlitance,Education Research'
'Sri* .

The Open Uniyersity..
-

"TWilton .

LTON'KEYNEA MK7
,Englend..

Mr 401se1 Ki1Z i y l .

:Inititute Of.Educitional,
Tochnology,
11416.1qbel-dpen.UoilversliYit.

...0414..W.14,0k4

Mr E. NTIRUKtGWA,
Head, National Correspondence
institution,
Institute of.Adyit Education,.
P.O. Box 9;13
DAR ES SALAAM, Tanzania. :

Mr K. B. D. PERERA,
DIRECTOR,
Sri Lanka instit000 of,Distinci
Learning,. (sopa,
Ministry of Education.,
P:O. Box. 1537
COLOMBO 10,
Sri Lanka. .

Dr Hilary PERRATON,.
International Extension College,
18 Brooklands Avenue,
CAMBRIDGE C112 2HN,
,England;

4 '

Mr Hj. Rande,
Drrector,Norsk ,FjOnundervisning,.
Vestgrensa 2; ..

- a
OSLO 8,
Norwey..., .

Mrs N. SEETULSINGH: ;

Head of Administ(ration,
Mauritius College of the Air

- Mae, Mauritius.

Mr Avshalom tHOHATI
Ditector'Of Cpurse Development,
Everyman's University,
16 Klausner Street,'
Ramat Aviv, P.O. Sox 39328,
TEL AVIV, Israel.

Consultant

O

S.

Dr Anthony BATES,
Head of-Institutional Research Division;
Institute of'Educatkonal Technology,' -

The Open University,
MILTON KEYNES MK7 6AA,
England.

UNESCO STAFF

Mr Etienne iRUNSWIC ED/SCM
Mt Herbert MARCHL ED/SCM

tlEP SECRETARIAT

Mr Alan HANCOCK
Ms,Jane SOMERVILLE

Itis..AideMPEMA'N



A DATA ON USE OF TV RADIO AND AUDIO-CASSETTES IN TWELVE SELECT 0

No 4ef_stedi;nte

No. of courses

401.1fe of cours!ss (in

. Starting Otte

EducatiOnal level

Length of study (h.p:w.)

Local centres: no:

4

Importance (1 .4.1nec. 4 :4: not

frequency of attendance
max time to reach centre (mins.)
media available at centre (see code)

Media used (mist or all courses):

4eformatio eferp to 1910 ( ) denotes planned numbers

net.)

Main medium

Correspondence 'texts (CT)
.

Text looks (TO)
-TV (bcoadcast or cable)
Video Cassettes (VC)
Ratio ;11

AudkrCessettes'IAC)
, Other (see code)

1 . university 5
2 'reecho Educ. 6.

-- 3 Other vocational
4 ', Secondary ;7

107

3)000 3500
(7). (12004?)

. 20 50
(136) (200)

k

1975 - 1975

1.2.3.6,7' 1

8 - 10 6-10

7
(200) (104155)

2' )
weekly monthly

30 120
pov VC;CAI:T

CT
-

(7)

F-F rr

Primary R Radio
Cont. Ed. for TU.,. Teletision
adulti .VC a Video-cassettes
IlasidEd. CAI . CompUter-aided instruction
studio .

2190

14,

(9t,

S

$

45

1

daily
30

TV:TI

TV

4

F-F

0

g

w
)

JO
2

-.a

isms *00 10400
osso0) r (moo)

021 12
( 0) (too)

.5 6

1976 1972, '1976

1,2,3.4,6 2,3,4;6 2,,6,7

15 3 . 14

30. 20 7
(12)

2 2
monthly monthly fortnightly
60-90 7 3 hrs.
VC;AC ;F CT;R CT;A;AC

. .

Pit
.2

T.
J s

T. 4 N. b.

15,000 7

7 -7

. 7 1

i

.

dim

70000 15000
7 (100000)

0 ... 127
7 .(150)

'

1973 1041 1974 1971

3.4.6,7 (3.4.7) . 2* 1.2.3e$

.(varIes) 3 12

(4 or 5) (varies) 1.0 200

CT CT

TT
FF

AC

Ts

SON 701141
(15000)

46
(76)

t
1977 1371

3 1.2.3.i
IS =

15 11
(201)

3. 3: 2
.

-3
Monthly monthly ,:wetkly monthly,

1$0 40 , 7 60 '

VC;AC;CT TV;R;CAlike AC VC;AC ,--

TV (CT/fl) TV

- v/' -

F-F (F-F) F-F

Telephone tutoring
Face-to-face tutoring
Text books
audid-cassettes

CT CT

,

. ().
F -F FFal

CT ° Carospondence
Texts
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'Radio

5

No.' of radio programmes produced p.i.

No. of radio progiammes distributed p.a.

7.-lititliod-orredio distribution--
,Iireedcast direct to homes ONLY
Audiorcaseottes to centres-ONLY
TX to homes :t ACs at centres .

- yx to homes + AC's mined to Mines

. Hours per week radio transmission'

*of target audience reached by radio

Source or production
S4iparate' bromdcanting organisation
Own produetion Unit .

Average radio production load per.
'Producer

b. of courses_ using _radio

0

7

it

c-

s

5'

350 15 Ao.
1 o 90

(750) (100) t (100)

1976 50 7 250

5
:15)

(200) (450)

100.1. 90%

I

. -

(cant.) ,

. ac

1
ac 1

JI.

- i ,

I, 1.... NO '"''

8si c
q

.

34 480 .-7 ';', -.SO

(90) (600)

34 500 7 80-
(90) (600)

. . ;i, .", I.

200 . ., .

(150) (156)"

. 1400 90
(1000?)- (NO)

41 .. . . a

. ...

. o ./..# . 4
...

. tr .
.. . .. ( Ve)

5-
..

1
'5 , 7 4 4 (1)

(2) (6-7)

99% 99* 454 .40% 90*

45 ? -.1

All Some None Soma Sons

."7

2 26
(3)

, 99%. 99%_ "5

, ; s-,
. ;.

40- (30-40) 7 , to

*int 4 Most . lftit Mint
. 2

- 4
t

C
z

,300r. -. ,

S.

'st'

Una

110
" a



television.

programmes produced p.a.

programmes distributed p.a.

-Method or TV distribution
,

Itoedcast direct to homes ONLY
Video - cassettes to centres ONLY
TX to homes + VCs at centres _
Ohaedteit dffelEiio'cintree:ONLY

vr!

Mrs. per week IV transmission- 11 12
(4?) (Ito

of 'target auciemcgreiciumi_by-IV- ,35V- 50%

( 2)

50 N/A

Source of production

Separate ..broad casting organisations
Own- production t

Average TV production load per
producer per annum;

No. of'coursei using TV'

5

7 3

99%

u.

I
s

er

>

30
(So)

120
(200)

(2) a ,e

°

(t/ )

13o

139

3

95%

(vc)

ias-

v. v.
90%

W

(9)

Most Sort All Some

216
(300)

1500
.(1790)

None '(Most) Ngst

0

11

112600)

'35
(25?)--!---0-2Y
992.

- I-

its



. .

(20) T (160)
No. of a0dio.:cisseties produced p.a.'

(100)

30 20
so 'T

.. .,,

No. Of 'audio-cassettes distributed p.a. . 1

50 100
(SOO /
200 ?

9

1

200 (7,)

. ,

Method of,audio-cassette distribution IA 41,

Retied direct to hones' .0' .0°. "
5 g

W ui

lbOivered/mailed to centres' . -,, -
we' YI

VI %..e. U1

1.1 4C
LI

4 1IC VI 1.9)

CA0
Source of product ion . Ti

o 7 0 o

i,

Noy of Courses using audio-cessettes None

Own production unit

,
.:.

1
il

Sown Sons None

..,"

.1;--

11.

Some 1, (Most) .11411100 SCSMe:'-S0:14' 40::k,,.,
,

80% 3qt

,,, .,.....rSeparate broalCasting organisations
ic
=

-
=
ic

3 5
> Z

V of target audience .with AC ntacta----100%-----75t- .? ? ? SO% 25%

_, r _
-

-

2

S

( '

Appendix 1.,
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,102101111Ale teacittos minas MR taszvzsm, 'two

Al. -22.124.42211111 is 'wipe uNivastry COURSES

ad-worry of tunietri OrspOSO6 in successful iourse team bids

Ibusdosiits east is lemildsined OS Swiss two, tietinct aspects: the actual content of thr prop. are.

In tarmkot,,tho topics, r sommepts contained in the programme, Ind the way in which this cont.,

is umod.-braither'tii tiosher-oe'the students. The latter eight be called the intended

kla the imo of breedeastingst the-Payen
University suopoeto that tlevit

Imm eri
and co ,tan toichin t atoms. have of thoe ore

Iherii sa *rail funstiems
pertioulsrirepproiriato to both telovisien and radio which nrverth4 -:,

loss One,Sodedarni that thy' weld +apply to all progressives in the OU.contost.

t to insroais BUNK& same of isgenging; identification of and with

-verve denigmorot !skins the teaching 1000 isseroonal;
,

2 tO r021100'00 this rewired by students to msetor content from reading

alone, ,

,-->:

. . ,

'---)----/ootelitustevt.e_ 1104_ thistuesitlog regularly' to brook Inertia of
beST-Iag to 9%10 in evening] ,

.

..i

.

44' -iirliartit;ler-attrect-aewatudantstelithor to the
University or to specific

commis), loimrost general 'lowers ih-s ubjecteattore____

.

11:ft, oluolasselpoodemii erodibilltxotasuroo to 'outside, world.

Is a situatialtAlimilibeirdenreo
resemress. course toms are eupected to propose none specific'

tesoilWqgitmetiemil for $440rieien and radio. loss of theme functions are associated with rourso

in- saute taewltias mme litho
otheroand these aro indicated in the margin.'

,

doriostrato,soperiesints or experimental situbjions, particularly

la) where egelpmmet or phenomena tab. **served ereliump
einensivy. lupecessitlo or difficult to observe without

epeeist equigemets .

'IochoOleept4 (b) 'Awe' the,'eqieiisitttei Osten is csselsrat
Peyelieloty

Maths/

.

(e) sheio the esasursoent of, experimental behaviosi to not easily

reduced to a iinelcecalo or. dimension (widgeon behaviour);

ubbritimemperismontil behaviour may boiimfluenced by

opeostrotilablo-iiit +west*. variables..
.

I tetilliltratalrilidpies involving dynamic chime or movement.
. .

S
te-Ellsetrabe:-Oimitres4 ortociplas through tht use of specially

?schools* eisestrisstod jobVsical Oselolso'

4 t. -illustribe principlemi4nwal!iagwoc, thrme.,,er n-dimensional

spies. ' ,
:--7-----:-----=--------- ._ 'lc

. .
. .

,,

.
_ .

.I -,10,imeenisabodielowoiotion. or amooded-up film or vidoottapo to

,deumooirots,Chaages,eror timslincluding-Computer animation)

4 le.temeheir%alOeivoncod scientific or tschnolopical concepts

tinielkiellessirimred iiiitivity,, orquantum thooivi without students

,s..1±!!!!,21116221121redroIced oethetstical
toChniquos, by using -

amewonnAmmibt*O1020alOil:mOdols, teliwisuil ropresontsAioh of

tviiiohree* *difssasionai,ipsfili.and-oUdynamie change or movement.

firdebetitito'hiriefiokii,41:W(eg:te's factory. museum. archeologicai

0400001teaturall.sigehikaagrephiesielliicatien.atc).
Field 'dolts may b.

6 eiiialiiliCA*41.41.,,,._,A
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4

Social
Scission/

Technolifyt

Eduaitional

.t.

`t.

&win) .
elehoesq.:,

fechnolopy,

to provide 'Welts withTam-aseeretel eemprehmapfve visual platers

of the site, or to provide ea there** vises* esmhem4 or eavireramst

for attain phomememes is erdsrte plat. fbeir Mod, is-mint.

to.dissestrate the tiiktlimalk %Antos-different *lemmata of the

partiongar moos maohinerp, prefnition prowess'

00014011111 logoome).

to sOlorim ditiorohots is Nola Sad DIVIN".MINILIOSELICUlli
sawreassttoo teebmiques4 .

. .

(d) to assist_stodentsrto differentiate *Kellen dittoront-elsesse,er,

eot000rtoo, or p enois is Ault!.

V To brine to studonts "twerp resource ustoriall 'ers
ie filmier recoptinss of nadirs* ocenriftseentl, s 1

editing andselosties,dtmmieteste or illustrate prtootploo severed U

the emits. this materiallep be use( to a weber of diellesent

for.sudepls : 11"

(a) to enable stedanis to rasin!** naturally sneering emteariee,
symptoms, phensusni, etc (se Usablao strateolsdi uselsalissrdeiso

wiesples of **slain kieds-stitumen Intimation stS/1

(b) to enable student.. te,ana a sltesti.n, usimp.priaciples er

oriteritentabliehod al as ire ii- Waits 40601111161140fttp in'

(e) to enable the sours. tesorte demonstrate ways 1111PiAlt faro ebstrest

1111114111o0 er eencepts established elsewhere lie smit,have.been
-tetho-oolution-at--isrooa.vort401.prololoois *re riomillootiso

oipit*tioo in it$ Wait Vortroilumoit It torsoilarifto' ondOrotosol
`tfie, prtiaktplo has *I Applied; dbefisoltios onosooloroil.

.

To domsoOtrrtin,
(a) by filming or'obsmiVine thsWeision.embierpreefes spit

Educational
$tudief(cont0)
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ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OFVAR1OUS STRATEGIES
,

.

FOR IMPROVING illE"FRANSMItSION'AND DISTRIBUTION OF

:AUDIO-VISUAL-MEDIA

There are several strategies:048110ble for dealing with transmission

.diffIcultles:=

1. Avoiding' or supplementing conventional broadcast transmission. This is

an attempt to find alternatives to the normal' transmission facilities of broad -

castIncorganisationst

Audio- cassettes. Audio-cassettes can be used in two ways for distri-
. .

bution.. They can be used tO,supplement.broadcast transmission - in other words,
. .

a radio programme is traniesttted but students can also listen to it on cassetie6
,..

If they miss the programme oi'connotireceive the transmission. Alternatively.

ciiiittes-can be. used to re lace radio broadCasts - in other words, the programmes

are available on,cassette. If programmes,are available cnly on cassette,
, .

thire are also important implications for production, which are discussed furher
in Section 7.' Thereis,alsoa decision 'to be made about whether cassettes

should be-smiled directly tstudentiO, homes, or be available only at local ,

_centres. It is not necessarily chiaper to broadcast rather than to use cassettes;

o

nor Is it necessarilfcheaper to make cassettes available only at centres rather'
0 /

than mail direct to studenti., There are clear pedagogical adVantagas in using

cassettes rather*tiian broadcasts, uhichlalso have to be bilanced against the

costs. Lastly, even whorstgidenci do net hive their own cassette recorders,
I 1,

coitS_are Ciw, and" istributiOn.of cassette machines to students, or requesting.

atudoiti topurchime:Catiettemaciones,my_not be out of the question financially,

compel*" wlth trapasilssion!COste. This, is an area where it is possible, indeed,

Imperat104;,-to;; bass slons on cost -benefit analyses (e.g. see Bates and Kern',
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Video - cassettes or discs.., Cost factors meEe video-cassettes or video

dlics a leis attractive alternative for television, particularlylf there are
; s

,-largt-quantities of Overman to be cdpied..for large number ,of students. The

cost of cassettes or disc replay.mechines, and their' tack of availability in

most students' homes, generally means that they can be used only in local *

centres. Without careful plannihg, video distribution schemes can escalate
O

costs dr ically, and. need careful study before being implemented. There is
.

alsaaiolde range of.ways in whiCh video distribution schemes can be organised,
L ,

'which can influence considerably their likely use and cc3t. The Open University

has carried out a number of

and Marshall, 1979; Martin,

more and more institutions acquire video replay equipment, in schools and

local colleges, so the opportunity for collaberation increases. 4 recent study

InAorway (Rates, 1978) indicated that few communities were. without a video

replay machine In their area. At the same time, reliance on video replay at

studies in this area (see for instance, Gallagher

1979; Bates, 1980; Dickinson,1980). As, however,

,
Iota! centres would shift the emphasis for a number of institutions from home-

0

based to centre-based learning. There is also the possibility it would be even

.more difficult to obtain suitable transmisslontimes from broidcasting

organisations if a local video replay service was,also available.

Night-time transmission. This is really a variant of cassette,distributidl
,

Recorders might be at regional resource centres, local study centres, or,ln the

stUdentis homes (if:audio). Such:a scheme has been suggested both in Norway

(for video) and the United Kingdom (for audio). There-are several-possibte

'disadvantagei thoUgh ofsuch a scheme. Equipment costs (1.eOlmers and,'

'recorders),are likely to-be-high. unless loaded on thestuflent,and -physical-

distribution4-by mail, might be'more certain, or even cheaper. For home recording

there would be difficulties for students who wanted more than one programme

transmitted on the Same night;
,
unless they happened to be broadcast in sequence.

'AARON careful cost-benefit analysis is required, with i particularly careful

C
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easily* of alternatives:

,Satell to. The mein advantage of f satellite would be the increased

amount orchannels'a
0

coverage. The decision, howe ground reception facilities WI

Presumably, most distance learninaysteft would be more interested

val. able and the guarantee in most cases of full national

1 be crucial.

In direct

transmissions to homes, rather than'to:groun relay stations, which would then
v,

,
.

retranamIt'the signal by conventional terrestrial b oedcisting or cable. However,:

dirett transmission to homes' would require widespread ownership of the -right

reception -equipment, and this will take number ofyears to happen. Satellites

though do -offer a possible long or even mid-term solution for transmission

(providing that goiernments get the planning right).
*

--______to_offer little help in the short term (ite. the next

However, satellites a

five years), although

ppeir
.x

perhaPi now is the ilmefor distance learning institutions to be discussing

what arrangements they wou'd.prefer, and influencing their governments. .(The

Open University his already.submitted its comments 'to a governient department

studying the feisibility of direct satellite broadcastingin Britain). Similarly,

discussions about cable,distribution, or re-engineering existing transmission

facilities to provide extra channels for educational purposes, might, also be .

--
discussed.

-Creation of a national educational broadsestimeannel. Thailand has
,%

already'decided to Wild a new radio broadcast distribution system to,provide a .

channel solely for education and development broadcasting, and this will be'used

by Sukhothaithammathirat, Thallapors Open University, as-well as by a number of
... e

other educationaVand'development agencies. Suthothaithammathirat flans to

occupy:approximately 50 hoors.i week out of a total of,117,,On this new channel.

Costa Rica aiso has,' or is planning to. have, national.Cultural and educational,,
. , ,

broadcasting channels% both for television and radio. There was a strong potsibiliti

that Britainiwould have had a similar television channel, but this proposarfOr,

121,%channel-6mi goiernment colmission,died with a change- -of government..



However, _even tht.provisien of channels dedicated solely to educalionarend
.

.
. . ,

cultural use does net guarantee sufficient or adequate transmission times:for

.s l' ,

distance learning systems. Sukhotheithammethirat is in strong competitioh with '
. , .

. other, non - formal' education for the prime evening transmission tial'

i
.

.

Other development add cultural agehcies can often clams, larger numbers of listeners

J.
or viewers than distance learning institutions, and P4rticularly in Ayeloning,

/ e

countries, other agencies' priorities onan educational rind development chentiel

mtght'be considered .higher than those, of a distance learning system: .

The fouralternatIves 10 conventional broadcast distribution - cassettes,

satellite,'Ia dedicated educational network, night-time broadcasting - all require

suOstantlimi capital expenditure, or transfer.costs to students, or require.the'w

co-operation of other agencies, or reqUille strong government support. In many

countries, such alternatives are not politically or economically feasible. Even

, .

when they are,worth considering (and audio-cassette di'stribition seem the most

practical), careful' pre - planning and analysis before implementation is essential,

is the cost of.a mistaked decision can be very high indeed. There are'several
.

planning.techniques or previous. studies thatecan piovide
.

guidance on this kind

of planning: However, it is possible, . as we shall see, that even if themeney,
. ,

political support, add"co7operation are available, there may be bettef solutions

than trying find alternative distribution systems. /

..

II. ReSaming.repeat transmissions.' There are two basic reasons for
.

,

:repeating the same programme .each year. ,The first is to allow, students to see
, -

, .
.. _ . . . . .

or hoer the programme twice. This could provide reinforcement, allow studenti
,

4 0
d

4 .
++

to consider points missed on the first

agatnthat they did net understand the

students Who miss the first transmission 'to have a second chance of viewing or

hearing "(he programme. By 19716 it was apparent in the 004n University that,

.transmission, or.sie or hear something-

first time rouh4. The second is to allow

+ . ,
.

if production was to continue atthe,ssme rate (around.300 programmes a year)

7,k .

and,programmes were.to have a life of six years or more, there would eventually

kAeL% 11 eii.A.-ig.t11.,11114_14:1- hat_ranaatad_l
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_(3O hours aweek)t___The
problemAmms_delayed a little by increasing _the amountd.

of transmission time to 35 hours a week, by introducing early morning broadcasting.
ti -

-However, there his been little overall, reduction in the level of programme

produitIon until very recently, and consequently, In the last three years, there

Ime.bonestgeft__decrease-tn-ths numbicofprogrammes with a repeat
,
trans-

_

mission.. This-year (1980) only 758'Were repeated,-and by 1982, the figure is

expected,. tole as low as

.

Institutional research staff at the Open University have acguedlthat the
ti

effectiveness of telaitision In particular has been seriously reduced by the loss

of repests:(Oates0975o; Gallagher; 1977; Grundin, 1980).. (Radio has been less

affected; because has biwmpossible'to provide students with cassettes, and

radio was not in any case evee used by students as much overall asitelevision).

Viewing figures have dropped by up to 20% on those courses which have lost

their repeattransmIssiOns. With two transmissions at different times-of:the week;;---'

one of-whl-cti-ts-atreasorme, over 90% Of students are able to see a

programme. However, because of differences in students' work and social patterla,

even the'bestiingle time lisaiaile for only 80% of ptudents, because the other

20% cannot be-at home, at those times. As more and more.prOgraOis have come into
...

., ., ,
0e schedule, and is.other pressures have forced the )en University to losec

. ...

some of its most suitable times, ptogramies with eves single' transmission are

-havirg to be transmitted at times When many dents on cou a are unabee:to
, .

watch. ThdiBBC staff have argued that students will meke'the effort watch', f:

. even If the programme is shown only Once, if the programme is releva and

valuablevbut the viewing figures in veneral do not .suppor nt.

While we have bur able to measure accurately the, effect on viewing figures

of the lots of repeat*, we de not know the additional effect of students not being .

able to,watch a -prOgraimie 'twice. However, some of our other studies show that

'students do not fully-cOmprehend ti e"_cOatents of Open University programmes,

po: this 110iwof a repeat 'showing 'is likely to be significant in. this respect, as

wit /_J
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1141COUIW they. cannot be sure that students will be able to watch the programmes,---

they'are becoming. reluctant to include essential teaching material in the

programmes. Excein in Sctence, students are not examined on the contents Of

the television programmes:unless there Is either an alternative question, or

the material is also available in another-form.

It therefore-seems that the.loes of repeati not only erodes the strategic

OlnctOte of accessibility for Working adults, but also'erodes the tactical
'4.

Principle of.using tele4isioh for important teaching functions better suited to, ,
I 0

televisioh than other media. DrOPping repeats therefore does not appear to be

a good solution to the problem Of. insufficient transmission time.

Iii. ,Increasing the quantity of transmission times at "off-peak" hours,.

Programmes brOadcast at "off-peak"

goTtojfbriCi or early evening, ishen

times, such as early morning, before studenti

large proportion of studenti have' not returned
. -

home from work, or late at night, when other programmes have. finished, can be
'.

useful, as a repeat facility. There will always be a minority of.students who

cannot in any case watch or listen at peak times, because of their work. Student!

who' normly sip watch or listen at a, peak time, but unavoidably miss .a programme',

will normally be willing to watch or listen at an 'unsociable.' time, so lohg as

It is an occasional. event.

b.,

''HoWiyer, even Witudents are willing, to watch or listen any in the

mornings or late at night, these are, not good times for studying. Students may

have to leave for_work.shortly after the, early morning transmission, and therefore.

are unable to do the follow -up work, so that the programme becomecan isolated

. event. For late night transmissions, students may be too tired to take in the
.

programmes, or to do the follow work. It may just be impossible for students

to get away from work in time to catch an early, evening programme.
.

-fte'Oso has to'watch the balance between peak and off-peak times. If there

mejsufslots,aV011ible at off-peak times, even with timp;trinsmissions a course

v....ka&k...Afr_Ata-Aiudi- Ittra___t:.,A....il..Li111.1a1 RA... 6..s.



tie could l w loWerntmbees of students watching than a single

_.transmission at a good-tlia.

Lastli,Textending transmission. lme Into unsociable hours could be a bad

-=deel'eCcinexiIcallyfOr the distance learning institution, if the institution is

'charged ii-thesama_rate it for "peak" tiles. For instance, consider a course

1000,studente, of whom60%,(806),watch at "peak" time, and 0% (200) watch-

time; lie unit per viewer is four times higher than : iOr

the off4eak.tiempVer a year, transmission at "off-peak" times can incur'

t.

substantial costs for 'reaching a very- few Students.,

iv. Sophisticated scheduling procedures. If there is a shortage of gond'-

transiiisiOn times,'then it Is inevitable that some programmes will be transmitted

it better times than others. This is likely to be particularly true if,broad-
,

casts are transmitted over i periodof ties in t early evening, when people
'`"

are returning home'from work. A differenc of 10-to 15 Minutes can make a

substantial difference to the nuibers 'of le who can watch at such times.

-
This meensithat -a decision haS to bemede about which courses should get the.

best or worse tiles. Various criteria could be used. If television was used
Lt

equally well on all courses,,one could deCide to grve the best times to the

courses Wih the-largest numbers of students. However, research. at the Open

University shows wide variations between courset in students' assessment of the

valUe,of priogromes. Science courses come out consistently high, while

Ediestiehal-Itudies Courses cole ouCcensistently low. Unfortunately though

there are usually many more students on Educational Studies courses than on

Science course!

The University's Audio-Vistial Media Research Group has developed a way of

measuring both the quality of each transmission time or pair of transmission

times (the'viewing opportunity score), ,and the value placed by students on

television and radio on'each, individual course (Grundin, 1979). Using this

informi41.. Broadcast Sub4Osmittee uses the following criteria

for itiOdoiloi tri iissioii. their-
.5_



ari4lwayi.ttie' teSigirit courses) get one.,,..,k

ands a repeat at another fairly good_

4'

n their firit-yearof presentation get tiles with geed

es opportunities

4

fecsitty is' Issued with,a ,range of times for the remaining,

r
courses. is prOporticin of -good..,itees.allocated to each faculty-IS

determined performance of existing courses in that faculty

',In'pOevtous Years; es.imisured by viewing and listening fiVureitind

Student. ratings. The faculty the decides WhiCii course to alleate

to OVA transmission time given-to it. if the faculty does:bot want

to-do this, thin the_administrative departmentresponsible for

*.khoidul i it does it for them..

In this way; coliselOhich do well in terms Of viewing figures and student;.
ratingi.oirtelevision eir,rildiO in their first year are rewarded by continuing

to be allogated better ilMel; those that do badly in their' first year are
.,.

hoped that in'--

has a reasonabte
,,

Chehee'ofgetting its Proireelie to most students on the course.

.,

punished In subsequent. fears by receiving poorer times. It is

.'

thii,;«ay, a course that does use television effectively

llowever,:this spies' is only setisfaCtory while,. Viet* are enough "

treundi'end while a sidisteptlei Pioportior of pregraleas are Considered ;tci:

satisfactory.` '11** 11'* :fur that as the Open University loses its. =best

due_to pressure :from the.111O. it knot eventually haw enough good,'IlMe
-_

to give oven Miit'coUrieli Srfali',,chena. in any case, a ,distance lumin

institution ought to try to melte all Its programmes valuable to students.
=

$4,610144414
N. ,

1114 'to certain- courses.

ng prOceduitini than do not solve transmission

4
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:deitilonakthe:avoldince-Of.i%negatIve decitton. It is a warning about extending
.

Course life.` The number of programmes to be transmitted in any year can be simply

,irstImeted by multiplying the figure for the'averagi number of Programmes added to

stockeach year (either from original production or from purchasing) by the

average life of a course (assuming that programmes will last the length of the

,cause).' Thus if a course lasts four yeais, and the average number of new programme's':
- ,

-produced end/Or purchased each year is 100, then be necessary to transmit'

"400 programmes a year. Fora' new institution, it will take 4 years t&reach that

figure', but provided a coursOs then replaced with a new course every four years,

and no additional new courses are added, the transmission figure will remain,
_ u

A

steady at .400 programmes a year." However, it has taken the Open OniversitY over

10 years to reach a '!steady state" - in other words, each year it has added new

courses to the stock of those already existing. At the same time, it has extended

thellfe of courses from an originally planned four years to eight years. With

an average production load of,300 programmes i year, and an average life of eight
(r

YeArs..thelnlversity will have 2400 programmes a year to transmit. Ifeach of

these had repepts,'It would require 4800 slots a year, each of 25,minutes. Over

a 32 week year, this would mean'it wOuldrequire_62* hours a week transmission:,

time - or nearly 9 hours a day, seven days a weeks If courses had lasted only

. four years, as originally planned, this would have halved the amount of trans,-

mission time required (to 31 hours a week almost in line with the 30 hours a

week originally agreed in 1969). Thus, because of doubling the course life,
-u

repeats have had to be dropped, and production lowered. (An alternative would be

to replace programmes but not courses every ?Our years, enabling 300 programmes

a year to be produced but this obviously doubles the cost of broadcasting for

each course - see also page CZ fora formula calculating the optimum balance
4 .

between course life, preduCtion levels, and amount of transmission time required

per week)

. Clearing the deadwood. JAsolution put forward by 00C staff working with

University is to remove from the schedules altogether these programmes

127



WhICh:eraHnotloind to be esefiito students after-the-f-tret-year-of-kreeentetlek.

Of'programmes are not found useful by.studentse_it Is argued, they silould not:take

up time which could, be used to_give repeats to courses where programmes are

found to be valuable.

.,Quite apart.from the tricky problem of deciding which courses would !oie

thetr.hroadcast support, this solution would Ceuta extra difficulties because
,

-

of the:need to amend or rewrite the accompanying printed material,, if reference

has beenMide to,programees. This would affect not only course materiels- but

ciialoguee'and hand-books as well. Pirhaps more critically, it would also be

a wasteful use of resources. Part of the economic justification for using

.broadcastingis that- the, cost of programming.can be averaged over the life of ,

(

a course. If the programmes are thrown away after the first or second yeak of
. ,.

.

presentation,:average unit costs would be much higher. However, if that would
. -

result in greater use of- programmes on other courses, which would get repeats

as a resultthestritegy might be worthwhile. The Open University is. considerin

with this strategy...to see If it is feasible. Again, howeveii it

.

assumes thitthere will_alwaysbe some courses which fall to uie broadcasting

properly.

-Making broadcasting optional. This is a very attractive solution at,

face value. it does,,,notcost extra money, since there is no need to ensure that

all stedints on,a course can get' the broadcasts. It asks for broadcasting

wayin tie, same wai a* other extras in the system. It is, however,

. -

a dangerous attitude to take. There are several criticisms that can be made

of this approach:

126

- those students, who can get the programmes would be-at an advantage
,

compared with those who cannot get the programmes, if broadcasts

were ;Considered to play an-important role.- Since one of the

main jUstIfIcations for many distance learning systems is their



criticised:Owqr,oundirorsoCill-lifitite. Thole with 'television

seti,ior-,jobe'isith convenient hours, or those who are able to

-6ef'home from.work tarty, are likely to be already mare advantaged

socially, and educationally

, .

on the,-other hand, it is decided that, because many students

- .

c.

cannot get the- broadcasts, they should not play a speCial or important
.

T.'. role', In.,* course, why use:it at 'ali given its high costs?

making -broadcasts optional would encourage the Avoidance of difficult

decisions t,hat ought to, be made to improve the cost-effectiveness

of thetteadiing system. if broadcasting is optional there Is no
;,.

need 'to decide exectly,whit the tetsching 'role of television .should

be,f'or how much'.1t is needed: If It is considered to be optisonal

there is. ho ,need, to find out whether or not it, is, being, used at att.,

Since (ts. main purpose" is enrichment; any kind of programming coil be

,Justified, proVided it "Is vaguely related 'to the topic of the course

,

_ ,

such a policy does not take account or the needs and psychology of

?,distance learners. $ecause most are working and studying at the

same time, time. is a precious commodity. Students will not waste

time_on activities that are optional, or unnecessary for passing

examinations or gaining-credits.

- tilt! diaidduaticr and transmission. The relationship between production

and transmission can be expressed mathematically. To take ,a simple example:

'"''rsLper..-.w.014.tranintssion:,-time required

r:011iregreineis. produced each year-
n e''O raIleas,?inYeart:._

Mme.: e hours or fraction of one hour

see is transmitted in e single yoar(ie re

-met



,Thus, given values for each factor on the right of the-equation: it

possible to calculate,the weekly amount of transmission time required.,

Alternatively if transmission time is fixed, but production is variable, P

can be calculated as followi:
lI

'This needs to be modified to a certain extent, if programmes are remade each

year, and if some programmes are transmitted outside the academic ,year. Thus

leF remade programmes,-and 0 prograiMes to be transmitted in the period

outside the normal academic year period (and as before L average life of

such prdgrammes) then the production requirement is:

P WxT
x-r-To + f + (t0)

The basic rule is that broadcasting organisations, if their full

costs are being met, like to keep P high (to_maximise production resources)

and T tow (so as not to interfere too much with general services). The only

way to do this, however, is to put pressure on L, H or R to keep them low.

However, given'the high initial costs bf course design in distance learning'''.

systems, it pays to run courses for as long as possible. Consequently," the"

distance learning insitiutions is usually reluctant to shorten L. The length

of programmes (H) could-bt shortened by five minutes or so, but this will
. _

bring about only a fractional' change, unless Programme length Is drameticalfy

.shortened,(sayto a half): Abuever, the cost of production for a 15 minute

programme compared to a 30 minute programmelwould not be very different, so

loosts.per,programme would rise considerably. Furthermore, if programmes as

for Siveriryeardthere would bi difficulties in using fully the tranllist



therefore that pressure at the Open University has fallen mainly on

in other`, wOide, repeats.

A

There is, another factor that has to be taken into consideration,

and that-is-the:Aualityottho transmission times. This can also be

expressed quantitatively interms Of the percentage of, students able to

-WitCh2tri-isten-at ii:-Particular--tima4the_viewing_Opportuntty). An

...avenge Viewing opportunity (Vo) can then'be calculated for all the

transmission-elms available. Alternatively, a mizi °farm viewing
.

or listening opportunities can be set for different kinds of courses.

Thus, the target viewing opportunity for foundation courses, or science

Courses, where teleilsion may be considered essential, might be set at

90%, of the audience, whereas for a music course, 75% might be an acceptable

'target figure, with a minimum target figure, say, 'of SO% for any course.

If it wis known for instance In advance of a new course that less than

SOS would be able to watch at the times available, this might radically

s

affect whether, or not 'to use television, or, if it is decided to use it,

what its rOlp would be.' It:Might also help decide whether or not to

.

"acan the offer of such times, for it is possible for a smaller total

amount of transmission time to have a higher average than a larger amount,

li.the additional times are.all at unsociable hours.

The essential point is that if prodUction levels lead to a drop

in the numborOf rep aeted programmes, or an increase in the use of transmission

times at unsociable hours, the average viewing opportunity will drop (see

irUndin, 1979). consequently, foto factors have` to be balanced when

negotiating With broitiCaLiing organisations for production and for

level ,o

.

131
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(C)- the quality ofthe transmission time (Vo)

AdYllwriffect of the balance between P. T. and% on viewing

' r

and listening figures

.Theciait-point-i4-bctikSninto_conalderation is the time factor.-

Itspeatt:rean,bt.ismoied:anCehanges aide In the quantity or the quality

of transmission tIme-coaperatively quickly. However, it -will take several

years (i.e. the average life °Ica coursOefore changes in:the leelJef

-production finally affect the amount of programmes to be transmitted.

Thus whIti_the Open Oniiviiity is-now reducing quite substantially its

level television production. it will take five years (because of-

\courses already mode or to thepipeline) before this really Affects-the:

total-amount of programies to be transmitted.

gasicallyi..because of the high costs involved, and becauie or the
,

Avila to use to the unique teaching characteristics of televisloW':

and radio. alrliery aim of distance learning institutions with...regard:to,

broadcasting should\ba to ensure that viewing and listening levelsaima

high -,If- tudenis are unabloi5rImmailti to watch or listen.-

it-does-!not metter -how prclipsionelly thi program_ are mede, nor, howweti
\\

they integratswith the other thing materials, nor-,,how importaettheir

rolels-editaationalifon the tours . If students do not watch or listen

to programmes, the investment of Who effort and time is totail)%waitedb

Matenceliarning,institutioni are not t tallydepandent on decisions

sting ollanfilltiims regarding tr mission times for maintain

Listening' figures. Distance 1

4410tIeveL",10-Or000cOmm course life, or a n

intaln,`high *awing-Or listening figures, If the wish.

rninginsiltutions can

r of other factors
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